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Pub Attendance and
Profits Plummet
by David Sagers
Last year, large numbers of
students would gather at the Iron
Pony Pub to socialize and enjoy
alcoholic beverages. Money was
hardly a problem for the pub's
managers, for their records showed marginal profits over the past
couple of years. This year,
however, attendance and profits
have
p l u m m e t e d .

Buildings and Grounds struggles to find a water main break outside of Jones Hall.

phoui by David Siskiiul

Survey Reveals that Students
Favor Fraternities, the
Curriculum, and Co-ed Dorms
by Steve Klots
The Politics and Oral Communication Freshman Survey held
a survey this,past week in order to
determine student attitudes on a
variety of campus issues. Included
were questions on fraternities and,
sororities, dormitory living; the
curriculum, the diversity of the
student body, and the factors involved in the student's choice of
Trinity. According to class
representative Kate Land, the
survey enabled class members to
procure political experience and
to use the information positively.
The results also created new
material for discussion in the recent controversy concerning
fraternities and the college's
reputation.
Of the 248 students surveyed,
35 were fraternity and nine were
sorority members. The first question asked whether the students
felt that fraternities played a major, large, or average role in their
social life. The largest percentage
of the respondents felt that they
participated in fraternity life on
an average level, A total of 41 percent were, to varying degrees, an
favor of co-ed fraternities, while
45 percent were against them. As
to the abolition of fraternities, •on-,
'y 9 percent agreed or strongly
agreed, while 22 percent disagreed
and 52 percent strongly.disagreed.
Another issue addressed was.
'he quality of dormitory life. Peo :
P'e seemed to be generally
satisfied with the present arrangement; 89 percent thought the
housing situation was either very
good or fair at Trinity. 74 percent
strongly disagreed about the
desirability of class dorms. 85 percent were opposed to the idea of
•s'ngle sex dorms. Opinions con-

cerning continuous living dorms
were more varied. Such dorms,
would, allow students to live in
their rooms for three or four
years, making any desirable
changes in that time. A total of 15
percent were strongly in favor of
the idea, 20 percent : simply in
favor, 32 percent indifferent, 15
percent in disagreement, and 10
percent strongly in disagreement.
Tme curriculum was also
assessed on the survey. Over 87
percent of the students surveyed
strongly' favored maintaining the
open curriculum plan. Few supported the addition of more
courses for major requirements,
but 78 percent supported the
minor, program. 71 percent
wanted to keep credit for physical
education courses.
Students generally felt that
though Trinity is not diverse
enough : by race, it is diverse
enough by sex. Although a variety
'of opinions were expressed about
the educational background of
Trinity students, the greater,
percentage of respondents
thought that Trinity is not diverse
enough in this category, 43 percent felt that Trinity is not diverse
e n o u g h by g e o g r a p h i c
background.
Because of some, problems in
the design of the question asking*
why students came to Trinity, the
complete results were unavailable.
Ifwas evident, however,;that most
came, because of the College's
academic reputation and because
it is a small, rural college in an urban setting.
. The survey was'given by, class
.•representatives to members of all
dormitories and other residential
buildings on campus. The class
encountered several problems; m

distributing and designing the
survey wh'ich, according to Land,
should be*taken into consideration . when interpretating the
results. These problems included
difficulty in making the questions
unbiased, being specific in the terminology of the questions, obtaining a representative sample,
and overcoming student apathy.
K'athy Gallant, a member of the
class, said, "One of the inherent
problems with conducting; any
survey is trying to get a representative sample. As no person is an
average person, you've run into a
pitfall before you've even
distributed the survey. You have
to decide how many-people to
survey, the breakdown by sex,
and the distribution by dorm,
class, and financial aid versus
continued on page 3

The changes became most apparent last Tuesday night when
Wayne Asmus, Director of Student Activities and manager of the
pub, revealed the pub's dire financial situation to the SGA. According to Asmus, the problem is
simply that "nobody's drinking."
The financial ledger for the pub
bears out this conclusion. The
average intake for a night in October of 1981 was $285.54. This
year, the average intake for an
October evening was $61.19. The
pub's present earnings are not
enough to pay for rent, repair, or
utilities. They are only able to
cover entertainment, student
wages, cleaning materials, and
•beer.

• •

• :

Asmus requested ideas on how
to improve the pub's financial
situation. The SGA recommended
that the pub return to selling beer
in pitchers, a practice that was
eliminated by Trinity's new
alcohol policy. In addition, the
SGA suggested that cable televis i o n , i n c l u d i n g MTV,, be
introduced.
Asmus : said that the elimination of pitchers accounts ifor
about 10 percent of the pub's
financial losses.'He attributed the
other 90 percent of its losses to the
raising of the drinking age.
Underage freshmen' are no longer
frequenting the pub. Since,one.of
the upperclassmen's major
reasons for going to the pub was
to meet new students,,they, too,
are no longer using it.
The pub's lack of profits is not
Asmus's main concern, however.
According to him, the real pro-

blem is that the pub does not serve
its original purpose. It was
originally created so that "faculty
and students could meet in a
relaxed kind of atmosphere." In
this respect, Asmus feels that the
pub has become obsolete.
The pub's problems are further
compounded by the upcoming
renovations in Mather Campus
Center, the building which houses
the pub. If the pub is to continue,
it will have to be included in the
renovation plans. When asked if
the pub might close, Wayne conceded that it is a "viable alternative." He pointed out that the
people who would be hurt by such
a move would be the student staff.
Otherwise, he said, "people are
doing very nicely without it." He
cited open period as an example
of the pub's lack of popularity.
Usually, students urge Asmus to
keep the pub open during this
time. This year, however, no one
complained when it closed.
Still, before any action is taken,
Asmus wants to; obtain a,"clear
sense of how people.perceive the
pub.": If it;is supposed to be a
business, it is dying arid should
not continue to exist, he asserted.
Asmus himself sees the pub as a
service rather than a business. To
him, its role is not to "pump" out
beer but to provide entertainment
and encourage social interaction.
If the College values the pub's
social benefits more than its
business profits, it must, according to Asmus, "be ready to take
a loss."
If he could have it his way,
Asmus said that he would keep
the pub open only on Wednesday
and Thursday nights, the best
business nights. If that policy did
not work, he would close.the pub.
In answer to the complaint about
the lack of glasses at the pub,
A s m u s p l e a d e d that all
undergraduates return any glasses
or pitchers found'on their way into their rooms.

Board of Fellows Supports
Abolition of Fraternities
.. by Dsjvid Sagers
The Board of Fellows has
decided to support the . Faculty
Committee's, recommendation
that fraternities be abolished at
Trinity. According "to David
•Winer, Dean, of Students, the
Board did not want to rush into a
commitment, but its members felt
that they had to take a stand on
such an important is.sue.
The Fellows received the Faculty Committee's .report after the
faculty did,' on Friday night,
November 19th. They extended
thanks for the committee's stance
and found that it was "not out of
line" with their own opinions,
stated Winer. They argued about

whether to comment on it right
away, or to review it in greater.
depth first.
The Board of Fellows, which
consists of alumni who are either
elected or appointed, meets three
times a year to discuss topics
related to college life; This year,
the President and the Board of
Trustees asked the Fellows to
study the quality of student life.
So, on November 19th and 20th,
they broke into subcommittees to
evaluate student activities,
student-faculty interaction, and
residential matters. Before formulating its report, the Board met
with student organizations, facul-

ty members, and: other students.
The Fellows had studied the
fraternity system in the past,, so
they were familiar ; with the
subject.
, ,
•
On April 1, 1983, the Board of
Fellows will submit a report and
make recommendations on the
major topics they have studied.
The report will include a comment
on the fraternity issue. The Board
did not study the fraternities this
year because it was aware that the
faculty, was already conducting
such a study. However.the
Fellows plan to peruse the Faculty
Committee's report before commenting on the fraternities in their
own report next April.
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Announcements
AIESEC
The weekly meetings of
AIESEC are on Tuesday nights at
7:3.0 p.m. in the Student Activities
Room (Room 11) in the basement
of Mather.

terested YTrinity students should
register on December 6 or 7.
Cross-registration forms may be
obtained at the Registrar's Office
in Seabury.

Jazz-Fest
On Thursday, December 9 from
9:30-1 in the Pub, the SGPB is
sponsoring a Jazz-Fest featuring
The Lee Callahan Trio and Jerry
Bergonzi on saxaphone.

Athletic Center
Lockers
Students who will not be on the
Trinity campus next semester are
reminded that if they have a
locker in the Ferris Athletic
Center they must return their
locks and towels lo their respective equipment rooms. Please be'
certain that you take care of this
matter by Friday, December 10.

Campus Jobs
Audio Visual Center needs 2
photographers beginning second
semester. Some experience
necessary. Must be Work-Study
eligible. Contact John Monaccio
at ext. 333.
Athletic Center needs lifeguard
to work at the pool on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 12-1. Must
have WSI and be Work Study
'eligible. Contact Jim Meyers, student supervisor.

Priority Period
There ..will be a Priority Period
lei&'nd semester for financial aid
students from January 17-28. Any
on-campus jobs will be posted
outside the Financial Aid Office,
Saga will hire new workers for any
openings during the first week of
classes. Students should also consult Career Counseling for parttime, off-campus- work.
v

Coffeehouse

Library Hours
The Library will be open Sunday mornings during December
(December 5, 12, 19) from 10:00
a.m. through midnight.

Male Attitudes
At Trinity
A presentation of an independent study done by Carolie Wedirck, entitled "A Profile of Male
Attitudes at Trinity," is planned
for Wednesday, December 8, at
4:15 p.m. in Seabury 9-17. Compiled from taped interviews with a
randomly selected sample of male
students, the presentation • includes opinions about academics,
social life, male/female relationships, fraternities, religion,
alcohol, etc.

Consortium
Course
Toby Moffet, longtime congressman from Connecticut and
recent unsuccessful candidate for
theU.S. Senate, will be teaching a
course this spring at Hartford
College for Women. Open to
Trinity :students through the
cross-registration program, the
course will be entitled "The
United States Congress: An Insider's View." It will be offered
on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons from 3:30 to 4:45 for one
undergraduate course credit. In-

Residence
Selection
Those who will be on leave for
the Spring term 1983 and who
wish to participate in the
1983-1984 Residence Selection
Process, may now pick up their
Lottery Packets in the Office of
Residential Services.

Rubella Clinic
The Medical Office is sponsoring a Rubella Clinic on December
9 in Alumni Lounge from 10:00
a.m. to 2:00 p.m. This will be
open to all members of the Trinity
community and the charge for the
immunization will be $1.00.

SGA Faculty
Lunch Series

Missing Items

On Wednesday, December 7 at
12 noon in the blue room of
Mather Dining Hall, James K.
It is a pleasure to be able to help
Heeren,. Associate . Professor of
you out with a staple, paper clip,
Chemistry, will speak on "Campiece of scotch tape, and ari occapus Issues: Past and Present." All
sions! envelope. We do itwith a * are welcome to bring over their
smile. However, this friendly serlunches and join the discussion.
vice has cost us 3 staplers and 2
tape dispensers. Will the forgetful
persons please return these items
to the Front Desk. Otherwise, we
shall have to dispense with this acThe Huguenot Society of
comodation. Thanks for your
America awards $1000 scholarcooperation.
ships to American students of
Huguenot ancestry. Eligible .
students must apply through the
Outin Club
Financial Aid Office.

Scholarships

Feel like getting off campus and
out of the city, for a change?
Come join the Trinity Outing
Club with our variety of events
h a p p e n i n g t h r o u g h o u t the
semester. Meetings are every
Thursday night at 7:30 in Alumni
Lounge., Our membership fee is
only $2.00 and equipment is
available for member use. Non-_
members can rent equipment
through the Outing Club. Come
have a great time with us! .
For more information on the,
Outing Club's next event contact
Box 8000 or call 246-9405.

Phys. Ed.
Registration
Registration for 3rd quarter :
physical education is December 6
through 10 in the Athletic Center
lobby from 9:00 a.m. till: 12:00
p.m.

Awareness Day
Any organization that has something to contribute-to this yearns
Awareness Day,;scheduled for Valentine's Day, February 14, should
Contact any professional associates, involved faculty, and/or student
advocates needed to help set_ up workshops, films, etc. These events
and other seminars should be structured to last 1-1V4 hours, and to
take place during the late moping or afternoon hours'of the clay.
Please inform the SGA coordinating committee, Box 75, as soon as
• •

Those who will be on leave for
the Spring Term '83 and who wish
to apply to be an RC/A for the .
1983-84 academic year, may now
pick up their RC/A application
packets in the Office of Residential Services.

9

The Trinity C h r i s t i a n
Fellowship will sponsor a coff e e h o u s e on W e d n e s d a y ,
December 8 from 9-10 p.m. in
Alumni Lounge. Phil Lyman will
sing and lead singing, and there
will be free doughnujs.

agreements a r e m a d e .

RC/A
Applications

••

•

,

The Society for the Advancement
of Material and Process Engineering will award four $1000 scholarships t.o students majoring in
Chemistry, Physics, BioEngineering and related subjects.
Eligible undergraduates, in-

ingrant experience of AsianAmerican women. A moving film
introducing rare, fascinating
footage. As always, admission is
free. All are welcome. •

eluding seniors, may apply.
Deadline: January 31.
the Institute for Humane Studies
will award six undergraduate and
3 graduate fellowships to students
"who' plan to pursue an intellectual career, either academic of
professional, and whose research
during the fellowship focuses on
some aspect of the humane
sciences or falls within the tradition of liberal thought." Current
sophomores, juniors and seniors
can apply. Deadline: February 1,

Sexual Harassment
Workshop
On Wednesday, December 8,
from 7-8:30 p.m. at the Women's
Center, there will be a Women's,
Center sponsored workshop on
"Sexual Harassment on Campus." The workshop Will include
discussion of the issue, Trinity's
position on harassment, the legal
implications of harassment, and'
other issues. The workshop will be
led by Patricia Zengerle '83 and
Leslie Brett, Education Director,
Connecticut Women's Education
and Legal Fund. All interested
members of the Trinity community are welcome. In fact, we value
your input.

Students interested in any of the
above scholarships should contact
Kathy Mills in Financial Aid, ext.
467. Please note a change in our
o u t s i d e award policy "for
upperclassmen.

Student Recital
On Tuesday, December 14 at
7:30 p.m. in Garmany Hall, the
Department of Music will present
an Informal Student Recital. This
•event includes solo and chamber
numbers composed by Monteverdi, Handel, Gershwin, and
Schubert. The student performers
are Laura Austin, Greg Davis,
Gretchen Kimmick, Maria
Lavieri, Suzanne Martini, Joe
Scorese, and Trisha Zengerle. An
informal reception will follow the
recital. Won't you take a break
from your studies and join us?

Classifieds
Want to leant Rissiiiui?
Rcccit Russian immiiiian!
can help you to le:irn \vha:
you wam !o know.
Prep jrai ion (or a t'ip
abroad.
l'muring.
Help with reseatch.
Call Nk-k at 524-1033.

Women's Center

Dear Son of C.lifl:
I'm hchincl \cui no mailer
what. Water off a cluck. You
.no what they and I thinl- you
are. Stay tough. Jake.

Lunch Series
Today, between 12:30 and 1:15,
the Women's Center Tuesday
Lunch Series welcomes Dina
Anselmi of the Psychology
Department who will lead discussion of "Men's and Women's
Views of Mortality." Next week's
discussion will be potluck. Bring
your lunch and join us!

The TRINITY TRIPOD
Vol. LXXXI, Issue 11
December 7,1982
The TRINITY TRIPOD is
published weekly on Tuesday, except vacations, during
the academic year. Student
subscriptions are included in
the student activities fee;
other subscriptions are
$15.00 per year. The TRINITY TRIPOD is printed by
Imprint, Inc., West Hartford, CT. and published at
Trinity College, Hartford,
CT. Advertising rates are
$3.00 per column inch,
$30.00 per eighth page and
$55.00 per quarter page.

Film
On Friday, December 10 at 7
and 9 p.m., the Women's Center
is ending its Friday Film Series
with "Mitsuye and Nellie" a film
about two Asian-American
women poets. The poetry ideas
and memories of Mitsuye
Yamada, Japanese-American and
Nellie Wang, Chinese-American,
present a portrait of.the imm-

Spend your spring semester
in the wilderness*
Attend the National Out4oor Leadership
School. You'll learn the most comprehensive
range of wilderness skills while you earn college
credit.
,
Your classroom will be Wyoming's rugged
'Wind River Mountain Range and the redwashed canyons of Utah- You'll spend Wt
months in the wilderness learning caving,
leadership, navigation, rock climbing, crosscountry skiing, minimum impact camping and
• mote. .
' •
. " Add a challenging dimension to your
college education. Send in the coupon for
. details. But hxirry, sppce is limited. .
Semester courses start on January 31, ** <
February IS, and March 8,19$3. '

CkalleiJge me.'
Name
City

Sate

'A .

The Matiohal Outdoor
Leadership School
P.O. Box AA Dept. B5-33
Lander, Wyoming 82520
>307/332*6973'
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Spirit of '49 Gold Rush
Infects Staff, Students
and Faculty Alike
by Gregg N. Williams
Generally informed college
sources report that the director of
Buildings and 'Grounds, Real
Randall, was not fixing a.leak outside Jones Hall last Friday.
Rather, he and his crew were searching for a buried pot of gold.
Randall emphatically denied
reports that a leprechaun beckoned him to the spot at the end of a
rainbow during last Thursday's
rainstorm.
Several members of the administration are already known to
have laid claim to the booty. Dining David, Dean of Students,
sought a share in order to finance
repairs to his vast "racy" sportscar collection. Vice President,
John Doe, was optimistic that the
treasure could help subsidize the
impending Mather Hall renovations. Director of Alumni Relations, Terry Handsome, claimed
the entire pot as the misplaced
donation of an estranged alumnus, Hamilton T. Worthington.
Worthington ' was known as
"Captain Bluebeard" during his
days 'neath the elms in the
mid-1800s. Worthington did not
live in a dorm; rather, he kept a
boat on the Connecticut River.
After graduating from Trinity , he
was sent to the Hartford Institute
of Living.
College President, Tim Spanish
told the Wesleyan Argus:"l hope
to obtain some of the funds so
that I may hire additional security
guards to patrol the heating zones
in my house," This statement was
made before President Spanish
recalled that he was president of

Trinity, not of Wesleyan. In his
typically, eloquent manner,
Ronald MacDonald, Associate
Academic Dean, stated that he
hoped that :"thc excavation
would inhume the sanctified remains of the Guided Studies Program, forthwith."
Students were baffled as to
what was going on. Anne C.
Ward, captain of the women's
swim team,thought the College
was finally constructing an outdoor pool, with eight lanes-just
in time for the swim season. College plumbers told Ward that it
was being buiit on a hillside to
facilitate a natural flow of water
to the deep end. Contradicting
this statement, Trinity electricians
told junior Francie Norris that the
hole was being dug as a first step
in the construction of the new
Trinity subway system. Such a
system would link Vernon St. to
the Corner Tap. Norris exclaimed: "Fur sure! Tubular to the
max!" Paula Ryan '83 told
Tripod reporters that Friday morning she had seen a flash of light
and had heard a huge crash; she
believed the hole to be another
one of Connecticut's increasingly
frequent meteorite landings.
Tripodeditor elect, Floyd Higgins, encourages all students to
send in their ideas of how the hole
happened to come about. All
answers must be submitted in
eight-page typed essays by Saturday at 6:00 p.m. Winners will be
treated to a lecture on the attributes of sports.at the University
of North Carolina by Stephen K.
Gellman '85.

Is this man panning for gold, digging for buried treasure, or preparing For trench warfare against Jones Hall?
plluloby Davul Sistiiiul

Jewish Group Discusses
Its Relationship to Israel
by Mark Kraft
Since the establishment of a
Jewish state in 1948, Jews all over
the world have been troubled by
the problems of its security. As a
result of the recent invasion of
Lebanon-, which has once again
brought Israeli-Arab relations into the spotlight, many American
Jews have been compelled to examine their connection to Israel.

In order to help Jewish students at
Trinity to understand their identity as Jews and their relation to
events in the Middle East, Jewish
members of the faculty, in conjunction with Trinity Hillel, have
established a Jewish-Academic
Discussion Group.
The decision to form a Jewish
discussion group was spurred by a
Palestinian-sponsored, antiIsraeli teach-in on Lebanon held
at Trinity in September. Although
the group was formed primarily to
examine politicalquestions in the
Middle East, members have
discussed a variety of academic
and personal topics, ranging from
being Jewish at Trinity to the
history of Jews and Christians
after Auschwitz.
Ivan Cohen, assistant professor
of Economics and one of the
organizers of the group, believes
that latent anti-Semitism has sur-

faced in the form of anti-Zionism,
as a result of Israeli involvement
in Lebanon. He stresses the importance of education as a means
of combatting this prejudice.
"Experience shows that we must
nip these things in the bud," he
said.
Cohen feels that the format of a
discussion group makes people
feel that they are more personally
involved and have a greater input.
As a. result, "People think, more
deeply about the issues than they
otherwise might," he said. Cohen
also feels that the discussion
group is an important means of
enhancing
faculty-student:
interaction.
> The group meets every other
Monday at 4:00 in Goodwin
Lounge. For more information
contact Bobbi Scherr, President
' of Hillel.

Student Opinion Examined
continued from page 1
non-financial aid student."
Land said of the survey, "We
would use it in hope of affecting
various decisions made on campus
concerning student life, with a
feeling of a sense of efficacy."
Elizabeth Heslop, another class
member, said of the results,"!
believe it is important that the
faculty pay close attention to the
results of the questions

tng fraternities and sororities. It
documents the fact that the frats
are extremely important to the
social life at Trinity, and that very
few students desire to have them
abolished."
After publicizing the results,
the class plans to present it to and
discuss it with Dean Winer, the
iFC, the SGA, and the Institutional Planning Committee,

Dr. Andrew DeRocco spoke on "Galileo Galilei" last Wednesday. Among oilier things, DeRocco explored (he
pliysicisCs efforts to enlighten the church about science and evaluated his place among his contemporaries.

•i.

Thanks to you it works
, for a!! of us

When will Winter strike Trinity?
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SGA Update

i.!~,anlUi"'}.

The future of the Iron Pony Pub was the main topic of discussion ai I he
November 30th meeting of the Student Government Association. Wayne
Asmus, Director of Student Activities, spoke about the pub's financial
and social situation.
Asmus stated that the pub is doing only 12 per cent of the business it
did last year and is, therefore, unable to cover operating costs. He asked
the SGA for opinions on the need of the pub and for recommendations
on how to improve attendance.
Todd Beati suggested that the renovation of Mather might improve
business. Since the new Cave, which will also act as the pub, will have a
pizza oven, beer business might be stimulated. Beati also suggested that
the pub be open from about 1-6 p.m. so that students could take faculty
members to lunch. Other SGA representatives recommended that piichers be reinstituted, that cable T.V. be installed, and that pub hours be
limited to five nights a week.
Matt Golding commented that if the pub closed down, drinking and
driving in Hartford might become a problem. Asmus stated that there
already was a problem with freshmen drinking illegally at College View
and Summit. Beati added that the pub will be needed if fraternities are
abolished. All agreed that the pub would be needed in the new Mather.
The SGA also discussed the fraternity issue. Anne Collins recommended a motion for the SGA to formally endorse the secondary recommendation of the faculty statement as printed in the November 23 issue of the
Tripod.
Furthermore, Awareness Day was scheduled for Feb. 14. Beati relinquished his co-chairmanship of the Awareness Committee to Anne
Collins.
Agenda for Tonight's Meeting
I. Greetings
II. Approval of November 30th minutes
III. Old Business
•
A. Fraternity Discussion and Vote

B. Awareness Day Update
IV. New Business
A. Admissions Discussion on Minority Recruitment Weekend with
Donald
. Dietrich
V. Other
VI. Adjourment
The meeting is mandatory for all SGA members. The attendance policy is
now in effect and will continue into next semester. Missing two meeting
without proper excuse will result in a vote to decide the possible expulsion
of the delinquent member,

When Will Mather Hall
Reconstruction Begin?
by Chris Hogan
opportunity for various student
As soon as Trinity receives a . activities. In light of the apparent
building permit from the city of
apathy of the student body, he
Hartford,'•. the renovation of
hopes that the provision of more
Mather Campus Center will comlounges and social areas will breed
mence. The city is presently
an enthusiastic response.
reviewing the remodeling plans.
Asmus noted' that increased
According to Wayme Asmus,
participation "won't happen
Director of Mather, approval of
automatically." He stated that the
the plans will assure the College of
success of the center depends a
being in accordance with Hartgreat deal upon the students
ford's disparate building codes. If
themselves-"it's like leading a
any changes are to be made, they
horse to water, but you can't
will be minor ones, involving
make him drink." The cost of the
slight revisions in the original
redesign will be approximately
plans. Upon the grant of the • four million dollars. Completion
building permit, digging will
of the construction is targeted for
begin. The new complex will inAugust 1983, in time for the include an expansive dining area, a
coming class of 1987.
larger Cave which will convert into a pub during the evening, and
For the curious, the plans for
an outdoor terrace. •
the Mather Campus Center are on
display outside the Washington
According to Asmus, the imRoom.
proved center will provide a better

•"'•,:" "' •"

Vi

Dr, Glenn Weaver discusses (he American city with a student after class.

Weaver's History of Hartford
To Be Toasted at Bookstore
by Marilyn Weiss
Dr. Glenn Weaver, Professor
of History, has recently finished a
book entitled Hartford: An Illustrated History of Connecticut's
Capital City. Dr. Weaver has been
studying and researching Connecticut history for the past thirty
years.
The Connecticut Historical
Society and Windsor Publications, Inc. of 'Woodland Hills.
California urged Weaver to write
the book. For his research,
Weaver relied heavily on original
sources, using very few secondary
sources. Connecticut public
records and newspapers proved to

be extremely helpful to him in his
research. In all, it took Dr.
Weaver two years to complete his
book.
Weaver is a former- official archvist of Trinity College; in 1967,
he composed The History of
Trinity College. His special area
of interest is in American colonial
and church history. Among
Weaver's previously-published
works are a biography of Connecticut's Jonathan Trumbull and
histories of the Hartford Steam
Boiler Inspection and Insurance
Company, the Hartford Electric
Light Company, and the Hartford
Federation for Public Giving.

Next semester, Dr. Weaver will
be on sabatical leave, studying
pre-revolutionary Italian immigration to British North
America. The information he
gathers will be published as either
a small book or a series of articles
in scholarly journals. Next summer Weaver plans to write the second volume of The History of
Trinity College
Weaver and Hartford architectural historian Peter Grant,
author of The Chapel of Trinity
Collegewill be honored at a book
signing party, which will be held
from 4:30 to 6:00p.m. on Friday,
December 10th at the Trinity
Bookstore.

Sears
C. 2327

THE EARLY
BIRD...

20 OFF
$15 OFF
AM/FM radio
with headphones
Regular
S39.99
Batteries extra

MCAHSAT-GMAT
ran/Hi

Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

14 OAKWOOD AVENUE
WEST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 06119
(203) 236-6851

Foi Information About Other Centers in More Th an 105 Major US Cities & Abroad
OUTSIDE N:Y. STATE CALL TOL.U FREE 800 223-1782

29

95
each

A. Cassette recorder** Regular $39.99
B. Portable stereo** Regular $39.99
C A M / F M digital clock radio Regular $49.99
"Batteries extra

Sale ends 12/11/82

I FREE: Your choice of any Maxell, TDK, or Memorex 90

Holiday — Intersession
Classes Start 12/27
COMPACT
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Your
Choice

I m i n u t e b l a n k Cassette when you fill out a SearsCharge application*
N a m e

—

j Student.
.

r

— —

Srhnnl

Faculty.

. Other.

•SearsCharge application and FREE blank tape are available at Customer Convenience Center
Coupon must be presented for FREE item. Coupon expires 12/11/82
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Fea tures
WRTC Spins Discs for a Diverse Audience
by Mary Darby
If one enters a horn,e in the
Hartford area, many sounds
could be heard.-a crying baby, a
T.V.; a blender, a vacuum
cleaner, or, on a more aggreable
note, the music of WRTC.
A long time ago the station ran
on carrier current, meaning that it
served only Trinity College. Now,'
with an output of 350 watts and a
staff of about one hundred, the
station broadcasts not only to
Hartford, but to surroundingmtowns as well.
"This is not a club," Carl explains, "We're not a preparatory
organization, like most of the
campus support groups here.
WRTC is a serious end in itself, a
community service. We look at
Trinity as part of the Hartford
community, proportional to all
other parts, and Trinity is not the
biggest part."
For example, Carl pointed out
that WRTC has a very large' Portuguese listening audience, and he .
considers WRTC's Portuguese
broadcasting the best in the area.
" Q u e ' P a s a ? " features music,
from Spain and Latin America for
the Hispanic sector, and Thought
Power, a program of music and
community affairs, is popular
with WRTC's black audience.
'In fact, half of the stations's
staff personnel are community
volunteers, either listeners who
became interested in working for
WRTC or people previously involved with radio.
"Actually, we have quite a
large listenership because we
feati!ire:sudva'wide broadcasting-.•
a r r a y arid b e c a u s e w e ' r e
commerciaUfree. Our goal, formally stated, is to present a consistent format of alternative noncommercial, community-oriented
broadcasting."
This is accomplished through
what Rosen calls the 'block' formal of broadcasting. Each program has a specific time block
throughout the week, so that

listeners know what hours to tune
in for the shows' they want to
hear.
Rosen also cited that the block
format has the additional advantage of flexibility; there's room
for creativity as long as the proposed program is of some educational or cultural value to the
community.
Despite its role as a community
service, WRTC is a student-run,
non-profit organization. Station
affairs are managed by a Board,
which mediates between the station, Trinity, and the community
at large.
Elections for next semester were
held last week, and except for
Norma Aresti, who will continue
as Station Manager, and Rosen,
who will return as Business
Manager, the Board line-tip is
new: Promotion Manager, Glen
Sherman; Program Director,
Chris Champion; Music Director,
Jim Neilsen; Technical Director,
John Fiske. Sports is handled by
Dave Nagcl (not a voting Board
member); this entails a daily 5 pm
sports update, as well as live
broadcasting of certain Trinity
sporting events, something which
Carl insists is "part of the station's duty to Trinity as a part of
Hartford."
Last month, WRTC held a
week-long fundraising marathon
during which listeners from all
over the Hartford community and
the surrounding area phoned in
and pledged their support in
response to disc jockeys' requests.
In that week the station raised
about $5000; the money went
toward new equipment for broadc a s t i n g P u b l i c Serv-ice
announcements.
The marathon also served the
purpose of allowing listeners to
express their opinions about the
station, something which Rosen
says the staff "takes very seriously in order to help understand the
needs of the community."

Student D.J.'s broadcast a vnsl arra\ of music itncl programs across (lie airwaves of W k i c
The main concern for next
semester is to "maintain the integrity of the station." However,
future plans include the sponsoring of dances by local bands in the
spring. "The area bands need
more outlets," Rosen said.

Date: Friday, December 10
Place: Trinity College Bookstore
Mather Campus Center
The Occasion: A Book-signing with
Authors Peter Grant
and Dr. Glenn Weaver

live.
Anyone interested in WRTC
should tune in at 89.3'FM or call
at 522-9229. "We must know
what people think if we are to
continue as a community asset of
any value."

APO Supports Expansion of
Social Alternatives at Trinity
by Mark Greenland
At Trinity, beyond fraternities,
there are few organizations that
periodically provide open social
activities.
Hoping to supplement, but not
replace the role of fraternities,
three undergraduates founded in
September the Alternative Programming Organization. This

You are cordially invited
to a party...
Time: 4:30-6:00 p.m.

For example, only recently the
Lit Club voted to ban punk and
loud rock fro in its repertoire. Jim
Neilson mentioned the possibility
of arranging concerts with the
Mather Campus Organization and
possibly even broadcasting them

SiiL-Sia^vvk

club provides concerts in Mather
on a regular basis featuring new
jazz, funk, reggae, and new wave
acts.
As its sole members Dan
Moalli, Todd Knutson and Mark
Greenland are. responsible for
scheduling, contracts, security,
equipment and all other concert
related tasks. As a strictly private

group, they expect to be free to do
anything, with cost being the only
prohibitive factor.
Moalli stressed that the .APO
was formed as an attempt to not
only expand musical horizons at
Trinity, but also to use concert
funding more beneficially by
making concerts available to all
students.
. Specifically, a main reason for
the APO's existance is as an alternative to what Moalli feels the
mis-managagee merit of social funding by the Student Planning
Board. As an example of unfair
funding, Moalli cited the funding
procedures for "Club T" which
spent close to $9,000 dollars on an
event that only 350 students could
attend yet that all students payed
for.
APO recruits . bands in the
NYC/Boston "artistic axis."
The premiere gig was held this
past Friday in the Washington
Room. The event featured a Connecticut College new wave band,
3-Colors and a local band, the TBoys,. Despite the, APO's enthusiasm, over a thousand dollars
was lost on the, dance.
When asked about the financial
loss, Moalli said,"Even though
we lost money on our first event
we're still going ahead with.other
plans which proves that we are
dedicated to the organization and
what it stands for."
In keeping with the ideal of
liberal arts, the APO plans to bring diverse acts to Trinity as well
as invite certain nearby schools
who might also be interested in
the programs. All'profit made by
APO goes toward-funding for the
its next musical event. The APO
also seeks student support to
make the future programs
:
possible. -

mzmmW
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Greater Hartford
Health Services Department
Lists Connecticut Death Rates
There's good news—and news
that's not so' good—in the lutes!
statewide statistical analysis ol
Connecticut death rates prepared
by the state Health Services
department. The newly-obtained
1980 figures will be included For
the first time in an overall annual
state health plan required by
Federal law and due out by (he
end of the year.

disease, and stroke deaths among
the middle aged.
Cancer and motor vehicle death
rates each show a 7 percent rise
with planners pointing out that
motor vehicle fatalities have gone
back up to levels last seen in the
early 1970's, before [he "drive
55—stay alive" program and the
gasoline crunch.

On the plus-side, health planners point to figures which reveal
that the state experienced a 12.1
percent drop in the total death
rate between the years 1970 and
1980. The same study shows
dramatic decreases in heart
disease and stroke mortality during the same period. The stroke
death rate dropped by a little
more than 39 percent, while the
heart disease rate declined by
slightly more than 17 percent.

The stale as a whole has the
following death rates (per 100,000
population): heart disease, 279
deaths; cancers, 180.5; stroke,
55.5; all accidents 33; and influenza—pneumonia, 24.2. The northcentral region, which includes the
greater Hartford area, betters the
state in all but the last two
categories: heart disease, 271.8;
cancers, 176.2; stroke 54.6; accidents, 34.2; and- influenza—pneumonia, 25.7 deaths per
100,000 population.

The bad news: planners believe
the numbers indicate that the state
faces several major health problems including infant deaths;
high death rates tied to accidents
and violence among- young people; and high cancer, heart

For as yet unexplained reasons,
the 1980 figures claim that eastern
Connecticut experienced higher
death rates for four of the five
major causes of death than did
other areas of the state. Compared to the rest of Connecticut,

the eastern section has higher
heart disease death rates for
50-10-74 year-olds, a higher
cancer, death rate for the 35-pIus
age group, a higher accident death
rate for the S-to-29 year-old
group, and a higher rate of influenza/pneumonia deaths among
those age 55 and up. According to
state health planner Richard
Gruber "it's too early to tell"
what accounts for the higher
eastern region, figures.
Throughout the state, Grube
said, "teenage pregnancies,
substance abuse, and other
lifestyle or social factors are clearly implicated as influencing
figures in Connecticut's death
rates. In some cases, environmental or occupational health
hazards, emergency medical
needs, and medical care issues
may also be implicated. We just
don't have enough data yet to account for the differences. We
haven't been able to fully analyze
the rest of the state in detail
either." He added that he expects
further refinement in the numbers
during the coming months.

What To Do?
Festival of Trees
More than 125 trees decorated
with popcorn and cranberries and
ornaments are currently on
display and for sale at the
Wadsworth Atheneum for the
ninth annual Holiday Festival of
Trees. The trees range in price
from around $75 to $500. Hand-"
made ornaments and. wreaths are
also for sale, and several musical
events are scheduled in conjunction with the display. The Festival
continues through December 12
(closed Monday) from 11 a.m. to
5 p.m. Admission is $3 for adults,
SI.50 for students and senior
citizens, and 50 cents for children.
Before you leave the
Atheneum, be sure to stop by
Gallery A.I07 and see the Exhibit
of Toy Soldiers. Also, don't miss
"Christmas in Goodwin Parlor."

WFSB Carol Sing
t h e annual Christmas Carol
Sing at Constitution Plaza will be
held Friday night, December 17 at
8 p.m. !t will be televised live. If
you can't get to the sing, be sure
to. visit the Festival of Light
displayed nightly at Constitution
Plaza until January 2. The
thousands of lights which make
up this spectacle are lit from dusk
until 10 p.m.

Historical Society
The Connecticut Yankee & The
Camera, an exhibition on the first
50 years of photography in Con^
neeticut, continues at the Connecticut Historical Society until
February 18. The display includes
over 200 photographs and
stereoptican views of Connecticut
t a k e n b e t w e e n t h e , years
1839-1889. Also featured is a
', display of early photographic
equipment. Admission is free.
The Society" is located at 1
Elizabeth Street in Hartford.

"Sugarplums"
Spend 25 minutes with David
Syrotiak's National Marionette
Theatre at the fourth annual
F R E E Old S t a t e H o u s e
marionette show. Sugarplums is
about a poor mouse in a bakery
shop, gingerbread people, a marshmallow snowman, and Santa
and his reindeer. Shows are daily,
Monday-Friday 10:30, 11:30, and
12:30; and Saturdays, Sundays,
and December 26-January 2 at
12:30, 1:30, 2:30, and 3:30. The
show continues until January 2.
There will be" no performances
December 24, 25, and January 1.

Holiday Fair
A Holiday Fair sponsored by
St.' James' Church of Hartford
will be held Saturday, December
11, from 11 a.m.-4 p.m. in the
Parish House, 75 Zion Street.
Featured will be an assortment of
handmade gifts, toys, Christmas
decorations, attic treasures,
plants, and home-baked goods,
preserves, and candy. A snack bar
will serve lunch and home-baked
' desserts. Admission is free, and
the public is invited.

Holiday Houses
' A number of local historical
homes will be decorated jn the
holiday spirit of their. time.
Among these include: the Mark
Twain House, the Harriet Beecher
Stowe House, and- the Noah
Webster House in West Hartford.
An exhibit at the Webster house,
Toys From the Attic, is particularly interesting. It features a large
displayof American toys from the
early 19th century to the present.
All displays-close in January. The
Twain and Stowe homes are open
daily; the Webster house is open
Tuesday, Thursday, and Sunday'.

Victorian Christmas
Ever wonder what Christmas
was like in 1878? Then why not
visit t h e B u t l e r - M e C o o k
Homestead at 396 Main St., Hartford and find out. The Victorian
Christmas display, based on the
diaries of John James "Papa"
McCook, features a Christmas
tree decorated with miniature
candles, dates, cookies, popcorn
and cranberry garlands in the
north parlor. Also decorated are
the dining room, kitchen, and
south parlor. The house will be
decorated and open through
J a n u a r y 2 on T u e s d a y s ,
Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays from noon to 4 p,m. The
house will be closed Christmas
and New Year's Day. Admission
is $1 for adults and 25 cents for
children.

Country Dance
Country Dance in Connecticut
will hold a traditional New
England Contra Dance on Friday,
December 17th, at 8:00 p.m.
Dance to live fiddle music by
Whiskey Before Breakfast, and
calling by Ralph Sweet. The dance
will be held at the Immanuel Cong r e g a t i on a. 1.-Church,- 10
Woodlawn Street, Hartford.
Beginners are welcome. Donation
$2.50.,

The annual Festival of Light brightens Constitution Plaza each year during the festive holiday season
And, each year at this time, this same
TRfl'ODfik'nlKiki
picture runs in the Hartford section.

Humane Society Offers
Pet Information Line
Pet lovers all across the state of
Connecticut now have a new and
toll-free resource for information'
on pets and the proper care of ,
animals. Pet-line, an effort of the
Connecticut Humane Society, in
conjunction with the Connecticut
Veterinary Medical Association,
is a unique library of pet and
animal information. Its services
are offered free of charge to the
general public. The teletape
messages each usually run two
minutes in . length, and are
periodically updated to maintain
accuracy. By dialing the toll-freenumber, a caller can ask to hear a
teletape on any of the more than
fifty topics listed in the Pet-line
brochure, including the proper
care of animals such as cats, dogs,

DELIVERY!
HARTFORD
5OUTH
54 Barnard 5lreet,• Hartford

Crafts Expo
Part 2 of the Hartford Crafts
Expo will be held at the Civic
Center this Friday (4 p.m.-9
p.m.), Saturday (10 a.m.-9 p.m.),
and Sunday (10 a.m.-8 p.m.). The
expo features demonstrations and
displays by a wide range of crafts
people. Find unusual gifts for
hard-to-shop for people. Admission to the expo is S3; park at the.
State Armory (Sat. & Sun.) and
ride the shuttle to the Civic Center
at no charge.

and horses, as well as information
on special pets.
Copies of the informative Petline brochure are available at the
Connecticut' Humane Society's
nearby Headquarters on Russell
Road in Newington, and also at
its branch offices in Bethany,
Stamford, -.Waterford, and
Westport. In addition, copies may
be f o u n d in n u m e r o u s
veterinarians' offices throughout
the state.
Persons wishing to listen to a
Pet-line tape from within the
greater Hartford calling area
should dial 236-1943. Those
elsewhwere in Connecticut should
call 1-800-842-8689 (toll-free) in
order to reach the Pet-line teletape
facilities.

Pizza Casino features
not only free delivery
within 50 minutes of your
order, but we also make
our own special dough •
and sauce, using all natural ingredients."
Call Pizza Casino, you'll
find it's a winning number
every time!

728-1811
FREE DELIVERY 15 OUFf HOTTEST GAME!

United. Wfey
of the Capital Area
Thanks to you it works
. . .for all of us
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Old Wethers field Bustles With Holiday Fare
by Mary Ann Corderman
Tired of work and preparation
for finals? Wondering what to
give friends, relatives, a n d secret
Santas for Christmas? Then take
a break, and head for Old
Wethersfield; where you can
wander through a multitude of
shops, filled with unique gifts for
the holiday season.
Comstock,
Ferre and Company, established in 1820, is the
oldest seed company in continuous operation in the United
States. Garlands of greens grace
the doorways and wreaths adorn
the windows of the Garden Shop
and t h e o l d S i l a s : D e a n e
Warehouse which now houses the
Flower and Herb Store and the
Christmas Attic.
The first floor of the old
warehouse has a w o n d e r f u l
display of silk and dried flowers,
herbs, potpourri, essential oils,
candles, cards, ribbons, as well as
a variety of other gift items.
Beautifully decorated Christmas
trees, some live, are arranged
throughout the store, displaying
the myriad of goods for sale.
Toward the rear of the store are
an Herb and Potpourri Corner

Minatures and doll houses are a
specialty at Toys in the Attic.
photo by Mury Ann Cordenmin

and a Calico Corner. The former
contains a large selection of herbs
and potpourris, both packaged
and loose, oils, sachets, and
scented soaps, while the latter harbors numerous calico fabrics and
ribbons.
Just beyond these "corners"
and up a few steps is the
Christmas Attic bursting with a
marvelous array of Christmas offerings. Tree ornaments, cards,
wreaths, candles, ribbon,
decorated tins, and mistletoe are
just a few of the many items for
sale. More decorated trees display
these goods, and the attic beams
are decked with boughs'of greens.
The a r o m a of e v e r g r e e n s
permeates the air, serving as a
reminder that Christmas is not far
off.
Adjacent to the old warehouse
is the magnificent Ga'rden Shop
where wreaths and poinsettias
abound; the shop also has a vast
array of houseplants and garden
supplies for the "green thumbs"
of the area..Outside, cut trees, all
ready to be taken home and
decorated, flank the front of the
building.
Comstock, Ferre and Company
is located at 263 Main Street and
is open Monday to Saturday
9-5:30 p.m. and Sunday 10-5 p.m.
Toys in the Attic, located a few .
doors up the street from Cornstock, Ferre arid Company, is
situated in a cozy little house and
features a large selection of toys,
dolls, games, and stuffed animals.
Christmas music echoes through
the three rooms where the goods
are displayed amongst a
marvelous collection of antique
carriages," cupboards, wagons,
and old toys. Miniatures and doll
houses, both custom-designed and
in kit form, are a specialty.
Toys in the Attic is open Tuesday to Saturday 10-5 p.m. and
Sunday 1-5 p.m.
Further down Main Street, past
the Webb, Deane,, Stevens
Museum and diagonally across
from the Old Academy Museum,

The oldest seed company in continuous operation in the U.S., Comstock, Ferre & Co. offers a vast array of gift
plioto by Miiry Ann (.'orilermmi
items and decorations For this holiday season.
avenue. Just past Marc Antony's
Avenue) bus downtown (be sure
is the Red Barn Christmas
Shop.
Disco, bear left at the fork onto
to get a free transfer!). Catch the
This enchanting little barn has an
Hartford Road. Follow Hartford
U3 bus downtown on Main Street
overwhelming array of old world
Road all the way to Main Street
between Gold and Pearl Streets,
ornaments, hidden in every nook
and turn right. Comstock, Ferre
in front of the Gold Building (in
and cranny and hung from the
and Company and Toys in the Atthe same area as you would catch
beams overhead. Nutcrackers,
tic are a few blocks down on the
the F2 to come back to Trinity).
bears, mice, trains, and Swedish
right.
The U3 bus makes numerous
handcrafts, among others, are
stops along Main Street in Old
each given their own niche. When
To get there by bus, take the F2
, Wethersfield.
one enters this charming little
(Broad Street) or Q (New Britain
shop, one feels as if ihey h a \ e
been transported into a Christmas
fairyland.
: :
The Red Barn Christmas Shop
is located at 133 Main Street and
is open Monday to Saturday 10-5
p.m. and Sunday 12-5 p.m.
After you have spent all your
money, be sure to walk around
the town before you leave. The
lights in the First Church of Christ
on Main Street cast a warm glow
upon the town, and the visitor
feels as if he has been transported
bank to the 18th century when
Old. Wet hersfield
was a
flourishing onion and shipbuilding center.
Old Wethersfield is easily accessible by both car and the U3
bus. T o get there by car from
Trinity, take Fairfield Avenue to
Brown Street. Turn left on
B r o w n , a n d travel east to
Wethersfield Avenue. Turn right
and travel south on Wethersfield

CARE
THE RUSSIflN LADY CflFE
191 Ann St.
525-3003
ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
fues. 7 - CHINA DOLL

PLEASE SEND YOUR
TAX-DEDUCTIBLE
DONATION TODAY!
Tri-State Office
660 First Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016
Space donated by this publication

Nutcrackers, bears, and mice reign supreme at the Red Barn Christina?
Shop in Old Wethersfield.
.
phmo by Mary A,,,I cord™™

2 for 1

Wed. 8 -

MIDNIGHT RESCUE

Thurs. 9 - WILLOW'CREEK BAND
Fri. 10 &
Sat. 11 - UP 'IV ATOM
Sun.12 - KEVIN DAHILL
Mon. 13 - BIJOU McCUE & THE MATINEES

TRINITY STUDENTS WELCOME
Neat Attire & Proper ID-Required .

S47-0263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOCEWINES & UCSUOSIS
219 New Britain Ave., Hartford, Conn,
(corner Henry St. next to Corner Tap)
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TRINITY TRIPOD
EDITORIAL

Strive For Perfection
Two and a half years ago a scared freshman timidly ventured into the Tripod office to "see what goes on." That
freshman was me, and today I walk out of the same office,
not only knowing "what goes on" at the Tripod (probably
more than I would have liked to know), but also having learned a great deal more.
Certainly in the intervening years I grew and, changed a
great deal. I expected that Trinity would also grow and
change, although perhaps not as rapidly or as much as I
would. Yet, today as I conclude my tenure as Editor, I find
that Trinity has fallen short of these expectations, and that I
have become somewhat disillusioned with a place I truly
iove.
I realize two and a half years is a relatively short period of
time in the life of an institution such as Trinity, particularly
when one, is considering change. Yet, several important
events have occured at Trinity in recent years that I thought
might have been catalysts for some kind of change—at least
a change in attitude, if nothing else.
The most important of these events was the inauguration
of James R. English, Jr. as the sixteenth President of Trinity
College. The first year of the English Administration was, as
always, a transitional year. This year Trinity is in the midst of.
a major planning process, the execution of which is targeted
to begin in the fall of 1983. The exact nature of the outcome
of this process is impossible to predict; but I sincerely hope
that—at the very least—it will foster a change in attitude
from that of "status quo" which seems to have permeated all
facets of the Trinity Community.
Certainly'the next most significant event was the recommendation of the Faculty Committee on Fraternities to phase
out the fraternity system over the next three years. While this
is a radical structural change, and opposition'to such a
change is natural, think for a moment what social life at Trinity would be like after the transition was completed. New
housing alternatives would be available, a diverse range of
social and intellectual options would fill the calender of
events, and Trinity would socially and intellectually be a
more wide open institution. Already the Alternative Programming O r g a n i z a t i o n has been founded by three
undergraduates to "supplement but not replace the role the
fraternities play by providing concerts in Mather on a regular
basis, featuring new jazz, punk and new wave acts. In keepIngvWith the Ideal of liberal arts," they state, ''we plan to bring '
diverse acts to Trinity as well as invite certain nearby schools
who might also be interested in our programs." These ambitious students should be commended for their efforts, and
other students as well as administrators should take heed to
their initiative.
• ' .
.. Although less monumental than the Committee's report
..but nevertheless significant was the decision last spring to
renew the food service contract with Saga. A committee appointed by the SGA to. study the food service bids recommended Marriot for the new contract; yet the decision to remain with Saga was made—another example of the "status
quo" attitude that characterizes the Administration. • . •. ; •
Within this same period of time, however, there have been
several instances of change at Trinity with favorable results,
t h e first of these occurred in the Admissions Office when
Donald Dietrich, an outsider, was brought in as Director. An
active minority recruitment program Was initiated, resulting
in a 40 percent increase in the number of minority applications. Furthermore, the class of 1986 contains one. of the
highest percentages of minority students in Trinity's history.
Another significant event was the initiation of an
Awareness Day. Classes were canceled and for the first time
the entire Trinity community gathered together to address
the issues of rascism and sexism. Although sexist and racial
attitudes remain," the tremendous success of this day
brought subsequent requests for more Awareness
Days/Weeks. This success is a further indication that change
at Trinity can be favorable.
Whilethe attitude of resistence to change in an institution
of higher ..learning and liberal thought is discouraging, even
1
more disheartening is the fact that students either don't want
change or don't care enough to initiate it.
' • • ' • . .
Last spring consumer activist Ralph Nader told students,
"You will never be as free as you are now to pioneer, to question, to challenge, and to takerisks." Opportunity for change
is always present, and if students, faculty and administrators" :
take the trme to open the door when opportunity knocks, I
think we'd all find that Trinity would be afar better place. To
be sure, Trinity is an excellent institution in many respects.
Yet, with a great deal of effort and innovation on" the part of
everyone, it has the potential to be a superior institution.
Strive for perfection; what have we got to lose? •
Before I close my final editorial, I'd like to stre.ss that the
Tripod is what it is, not because of any one editor or staff
member, but because it is the product of a group of people
who sacrifice a great dear working toward one goal: keeping
the Trinity Community informed. We all suffered through
mechanical breakdowns, all-nighters Sunday nights, upset
stomachs because of too many Doritos and M & M's, and
okaaaaaaays every Monday afternoon; to all of you I offer a
very special thanks for, well, EVERYTHING.

Mary Ann Corderman

John Lennon Remembered
by Marc Kslernian
In a way he touched us all. To
most it was through his songs; to
others it was through his wit,
which bubbled to the fore through
that pleasing Liverpool accent; to
still others it was through his
philosophy or outlook on life.
"We get back what we project," .
he once said. For over a decade
he, along with three other friends
known collectively as the Beatles,
projected an image of innocence,
sensitivity, insight, and "joie de
vivre" and their musical masterpieces displayed an unprecedented
genius which won over, and continues to attract, fans from all
generations. And what did John
Lennon get back for injecting
some joy and inspiration into our
souls'? Four point-blank gunshots
in the chest on December 9, 1980.
"All you need is love," he
preached in a 1967 song and indeed Lennon, the cultural revolutionary of two decades, had a feel
for words and an uncanny ability
to use- his own experiences as a
way of reflecting the experiences
and sentiments of a generation,
During a five year sabbatical
from music Lennon came to terms
with inner turmoil and the
sometimes hectic pace of the times
and then re-emerged upon the
music scene with "Double Fantasy" in 1980. The album, though
hardly his best, expressed the
hope he had for the '80's and a
rekindled desire to celebrate life.
As Lennon said in one of his last
interviews, "The future is still
ours to make. The '80's will

blossom only if people accept
peace and love in their hearts."
Following his death, John's wife,
Yoko Ono, pleaded that "it
would just add to the tragedy if
people turned away from the
messages in his music. Just
because he's gone, it doesn't mean
that the message is over. His
music will live on."
Upon reflecting on Lennon's
death, one notices that many have
attached issues of political importance, such as the pleas for gun
control, more police, etc., to his
untimely passing. These are both
worthy and viable suggestions, yet
Lennon wanted more than this. In
his poignant hit "Imagine," he
pleads that we all throw away our
petty differences and stop practicing man's inhumanity to man. "I

hope you join us," he sings, "so
the world can live as one."
A great deal has been said and
written about his importance as
both a musical genius and a voice
of the times. Bui Lennon wasn't
egotistical—he didn't crave success, materialistic indulgences, or
words of praise. What'he wanted
was action. Action taken by all of
us to belter ourselves and live
more harmoniously with each
other.
Maybe it's about time for. us to
start building the Utopia that
J o h n Lennon sang of in
"Imagine." For if one is to learn
anything from Lennon's senseless
slaying, it is this: remember, the
dream never dies, just the
dreamer.
Let il be

Due to the volume of letters we received and
limited space, we have printed a representative
sampling of the letters we received.

Letters Policy
The Tripod welcomes and encourages letters to the Editor. All letters must be signed by the author, whose name will be withheld upon
request. Letters which are in poor taste or libelous will not be printed.
The Tripod also welcomes guest commentary. All letters and commentary must be typed and double-spaced. Deadline is 5 p.m. Saturday.
Please deliver all letters and commentary via campus mail (box 1310)
or to the Tripod Headquarters in the basement of Jackson Hall.

Trinity Papers Recognize
Intellectual Excellence

Remember: the deadline is
.'To. the'Trinity Community;
name on each paper .will be
January 26, 1983 — "The Trinity
In order to further the recogniremoved and replaced with an
Papers," Box 9000.
tion of intellectual excellence at
identifying number before the
Trinity, the President's Fellows
editorial board takes it under conhave decided to publish a second
sideration. Papers not accepted
Sincerely,
edition of The Trinity Papers, an
for publication will be returned to
The Editorial Board
annual intramural journal of
their authors.
Mark .1. Bronsky
outstanding undergraduate
-The editorial board would like
Martha M. Pyle
scholarship.
to encourage all students to conMargaret Reimer
The Papers will .include
sider submitting their best efforts
Susan M. Stancyzk
superior student essays, term
from their co.ursework. Look
Daniel M. Taitz
papers, and reports of scientific
through those old papers you have
Scott L. Vernick
research. Of all the material sublying around, and submit one to
John P. Ziedonis
mitted, only that which is judged
The Papers.
Alexandra J. Zoland
to be of exceptional quality will be
published. We would prefer that
students submit work done for
courses, seminars, and independent studies but they may also
submit essays written especially
for The Papers.
Editor
Papers may be submitted on
Mary Ann Corderman
any topic; we plan to publish
works of interest to the Trinity'
Managing Editor
.
community. The only restriction
A,-:Marc ^di(?nna'n.-»:. ,
. -v
is that the work have been done
News Editors v 'I ; ».••'•••' "•:"?:: :'*>:;;C. ••':• S p & r t A E d i t o r
while the author was a student at
Amy
K.Johnson "'"" , :} - •'tS; Stephen/k..|;ellman
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Robert D. ^onrad
i ;: $0rts/Entertainment Editors
Procedures for submitting work
Regional Editor
"
H Ifef '• "• t a t hy Hat field:;-.
are as follows: As a rule, submis;
John K; Hard\
4:vr'>S' Floyd Higgijvs 7=;
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five double-spaced pages, and
Eeatlires:E0((n:2: S'isw! ...:-;;?5£i,... •innagftceineitisfMrter
editors may require condensation
FraiuicN orris J "• • SlP-ffiE 15|;KH|j:pIal«.e;;Htainpjii ,...
as a condition for publication. All
Contributing Etitivr s^c":"::::M^;:P'.&w"W>g)Wliy l:ditt)r
work submitted will be reviewed
Roherl Hemmes; : 5 : ^: : :^ ; -;^:.i : r:=5f;$:; : .h:Vl- r S#fefU;lH. Siskincl '.;..:•.
by an editorial board drawn from
:
;.:.if&Wt.Zl[:::'Sti:siK^';iiii!'&'
....
••"•^Stephen Klots •:*'*: *s;
.
'Wopy Editors
the President's Fellows. The
:
f
i;
Mark
Krafl
f
:- -;:'c' ••'•f'lS' 'P' 'P';S-; "':.ift-|^ris('oplH'r
B a r r > ..-'•"
editors may seek the opinion of
Julie Masters S' ; i ^S S; : |* ; ?S:W ^feiSJ^a'Ui^n H. Miller.:.."
other students who have a
specialized knowledge in the area
••t'ffi c"'i: l;£' '"€'"t'wgi(latt(>n Manager .,Caroline Coco:;".••'
of a particular work, and may occasionally request the assistance
of faculty members and administrators. In all cases, the final •
decision to publish a particular
The TRI\ll¥--irkiP()D..i.s;-p]iibli.shed>y-'the.s.(i!iJl.eWfs^y>ini(.v Colessay'will Test with the editorial
lege, and is written arid edited entirely; hy the sdttlent staff, All
board.
materials are edited and printed at thediscretion of the editorial
The deadline for submissions
board; material is warmly encotirflgecl; Deadline for articles, letters to
for the second edition of The
(lie editor, announcements and classified ads, advertisements and
other copy is 6:00 p.m..Saturday-preceding Tuesday's TRIPOD.
Trinity Papers is January 26,
The TRIPOD office is located in Jackson Hall Basement. Office
I9H3. All materials should be adhours: Sunday noon to 6:00 p.m., Tuesday 7:15 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
dressed to "The Trinity Papers,"
Telephone 246-1829 or 527-3151, exl. 252. Mailing address: Box 1310,
BON 9000. To eliminate the effect
Trinity College, Hartford, CT. 06106.
of personal bias, the'author's
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Letters
DKE Supports Secondary Recommendation
To the Editor:
have a deeper understanding of
The-AX of DKE supports the
the natural mental differences betadoption and enforcement of the
ween the sexes, and so we are able
SECONDARY RECOMMENto work and play and respond to
DATION proposed by the Faculty
each other with more fulfillment.
Committee. We feel there is a
Many members of single sex
need for definite changes in the
fraternities and sororities say thai
Fraternity System, at Trinity to
initiation ceremonies provide one
make it into a more valuable pan
with a chance to get to know a lot
of the community. We urge the
of different people very well. This
other fraternities, sororities and
is not a function of being a singlethe IFC to adopt the SECONsex organization, because we at
DARY RECOMMENDATION
DKE know just whai they're talkas a guide for reform. DKE would
ing about. To resist coeducation is
not like to see the fraternity
to side with archaic institutions
System abolished, unless it is obwhich hold no value in contemvious that adequate changes are
porary society. You can still form
not being made. For the System to
single-sex groups of friends, youcontinue in its present pattern is to
can still form "intimate bonds"
instititionalize and so legitimize
with members of your own sex,
sexual discrimination. It is to peryou can even start single-sex supmit powerful groups on campus to. port groups; but don't cheat
exist virtually unchecked by other
yourselves of some rfeally fine opauthorities, in part because the
portunities to get to know men
IFC cannot be objective enough,' and women' as brothers and
and in part because there are a
sisters. Don't wait until men and
number of fraternity alumni in the
women come knocking on your
administrative heirarchy at Trinidoors asking for equal rights,
ty who protect the interests of
either: they might not feel as bold
fraternities out of loyalty. It is to . as ,you think they would be,
maintain social frictions caused
because you have the support of
by the secrecy, elitism and exthe group already and they do
clusive practices of .fraternities
not. On the same note, DKE
and sororities.
strongly encourages any men and
women who would like to join a
These three major problems
fraternity or sorority that denies
which result from the present
membership on the basis of sex to
F r a t e r n i t y System can be
let that institution know how you
allieviated, while still maintaining
feel.
the positive influences of fraternities and sororities. Fraternities
Perhaps it is true that too often
and sororities can be ideal places
single-sex institutions are blamed
to experiment with and learn
for sexual harassment. If the
about "real life" situations. For
members of these groups resent
example, one has to learn to be
this image, they should bear in
one's' own administrator, how to
minx)' that if they were coed they
manage paying bills, how to be
probably wouldn't have this pro-'•
socially responsible, and so on,
blenv And it is possible that
and these experiences may help to
because they have not taken the
develop an individual's maturity
opportunities to get to know some
and independence. Fraternities
members of the opposite sex as
and sororities serve their members
siblings — in the same contest in
in a variety of good ways, and
which they enjoy the companionthey also benefit the Trinity and
ship of their brothers or sisters —
Hartford oemmunities. Furtherthey may be unaware .of what sexmore, they function as a major
ual harassment really involves.
channel of communication, and
Coeducation can only make
as a source of volunteers for many
things better.
different activities.
DKE commends the fraternities
and sororities for their fine work
in community activities, and urges
them to make the necessary
changes so that they may continue
with their worthy activities. The
changes called for in the SECONDARY RECOMMENDATION
are desirable, and we are taking
this opportunity to tell other
fraternities and s o r o r i t i e s ,
students, faculty, administrators,
trustees, and alumni why we think
these changes should be made.

The second article of the
SECONDARY RECOMMENDATION calls for the publication
of fraternities' and sororities'
m e m b e r s h i p c r i t e r i a . This
measure will presumably lessen
some of the secrecy in the System,
and will let a potential member
know the kinds of analysis, if any
will to which his or her character
will be subjected. DKE is perfectly
willing to reveal this information,
as we have been in the past. But it
should be made clear that by doing so we have not removed the
negative affects of secrecy
altogether. The problem with
secrecy, as we see it, is that to the
outsider, secrets are childish and
exclusive. To the insider, secrets

The first article of the SECONDARY RECOMMENDATION
calls for mandatory coeducation,
and for most of us this is a sticky
issue. We understand that, individuals have a right to associate . bring one closer together because
they are a way of confiding in
freely. We understand the arguothers, bringing on a new degree
ment presented by some fraterof -closeness. Our secrets are not
nities that if there was a need For a
meant to alienate the outsider in
coed fraternity other than DKE,
any way. Secrecy encourages
one could have been founded. We
curiosity. The secrets that are inalso understand that sexual
volved with our initiation
harassment does not necessarily
ceremony encourage initiates and
and exclusively result from singleold members to ask questions
sex organizations, and we praise
about the process, and if they do
those institutions on campus
not find, a suitable answer,, they
which have tried to diminish sexual harassment. But above all — • are assured that they do not. have
we think that those who resist
to proceed with the initiation
coeducation must not know what
without risking memberhip. We
: they're missing. The brothers and
expect ambivalence, and we think,
sisters of DKE have learned much
it strengthens. our community
from our coed experiences. We
because we are constantly in the

process of questioning, and we
strive to find the best solutions.
We also keep secret ihe expressed
desires and concerns of siblings,
as an acl of irusiwonhiness.
When things are said in confidence, it is not right to repeat
them. Initiation is a process: one
must be there, expererience it, in
order to come close to understanding it. It is kept secret until one
becomes a member in order to
avoid misconceptions.
Here is the eritereon for
membership of the AX of DKE: A
person is asked to join our chapter
when sponsored by a current
member. Sponsorshipj involves
nothing more than writing the
person's name on a piece of
paper. The potential member is
not judged or evaluated in any
way: we think such practices
violate a person's individuality.
We do our very best'to make H
clear that the individual is being
asked if he or she will have DKE,
and he or she is assured that we
would not'take back this offer for

any reason, even if he or she does
not wish to complete the initiation
ceremony.
The third article requires an
evaluation on a regular basis of all
officially recognized campus
organizations. The need for a
strong evaluative- committee is
clear, especially for the fraternities and sororities. Guidelines
for behavior must be made
specific, penalties for inappropriate behavior must be enforced. That the guidelines and
penalties had not been taken
seriously in the rest explains the
unaceountability of fraternities
and sororities. We would also like
to see positive support for the
good things that fraternities and
sororities do.
The fourth article, concerning
the East Wing of Ogilby Hall, is
not a decision that is within our
power to execute. We understand
that it is a dense legal problem; we
do urge the college to do their best
to straighten it out as soon as
possible. All official college hous-

ing should be made available to
both men and women.
The fifth and final article is a
worthy order. At DKE we have
been encouraging students to
create their own activities by supplying space for their functions.
For examples, we house some
meetings of Culture Clubs, the
Sunday Brunch, and the Eating
Co-op. In the past we have offered our resources.to the Folk
Society, the Humanist Committee, and the CCAT functions of
Free University and Silences.
We hope to see many positive
changes in the Fraternity System
as a result of the Faculty Committee's involved study. It would be a
shame to see the good aspects of
the Fraternity System go down the
drain simply because the elements
that are bad for contemporary living were not improved upon. We
wish the other fraternities and
sororities the best of luck, as we
wish for ourselves, in making effective and expedient changes.
Sincerely,
The AX of DKE

7/7 Delta Stresses Value Of
Brotherhood and Sisterhood
To The Trinity Community:
Having read the Faculty Committee's study on the Fraternity/Sorority System at Trinity, the
members ,of .Delta. Delta Delta

Would like to take the opportunity
to "express our opinion of the
v a l u e and i m p o r t a n c e of
brotherhood and sisterhood at the
college.
Delta Delta Delta Sorority is an
organization assuming very high
standards from its members. As
members, we strive to abide by
thse standards. In our Handbook
scholarship is " . . . one of the
goals of Tri-Delts." We must
"strive.to maintain a •campus
scholastic ranking which when applicable is equal to ar above the all
women's scholastic average, and
that disciplinary action may be instituted for scholastic reasons."
We are very concerned with our
scholarship. This has been
evidenced in our chapter's consis1
tent B + grade point average. The
scholarship of our pledges is also
very important. We concern
ourselves with this by means of a
scholarship chairman, bur own
chapter library and individual
sisters aiding each other and
pledges in their work habits.
We also encourage the development of leadership skills. We emphasize involvement striving for
the highest possible level in every
activity or endeavor in which one
participates. Our achievements include: a fellow, recipients of academic and athletic awards, captains and managers of varsity
sports, resident1 assistant, SGA
members, class agents, club presidents and members,.tutors and involvement in the big-sister program. We feel that by actively
participating in such extracurricular areas, we are able to
better contribute to the college
community.as a whole which then
brings new incentives and new interests back to the sorority. The
sorority in turn offers the opportunity to develop the necessary
skills which are required to excell

in these areas outside.
In addressing the issue, of sexism in the fraternity/sorority system, we feel that we are not sexisi
in attitude yet we are in structure
due to the national bylaws. We
choose to remain a Women's organization because it is important
to develop qualities which uphold
the purpose of Tri-Delta. We encourage our members to assume
the highest responsibilites of college women with integrity and devotion regarding moral and democratic principles. The Delta Delta
Delta rush and pledge programs
are mandated and governed by the
National Paiihellenic Conference.
The NPC prohibits the use or
existence of any alcoholic beverage throughout the rush period. '
We support the institution of
similar statutes throughout the entire fraternity/sorority system and

we recommend that a student
Board of Governors be established solely for the purpose of
presiding over violations of rush
and pledge standards.
In conclusion, we recognize alterations may be needed within
the system but not to the extent of
abolition or mandatory coeducation of the Fraternities/Sororities. We feel 'that if the demand for co-ed houses exists,
those interested can, take the initiative and establish groups in accordance with their respective
goals and purposes, as we did two
years ago. We encourage this to
such an extent that we will support any group wanting to ex'tablish itself at Trinity.
Sincerely,
The Sisters of the
Beta Omega
Chapter of Delta Delta Delta

Students Scalded Due
To Faulty Plumbing
Dear Ms. Dow,
There is a rumor circulating •
that in Northam last year a student was scalded due to Faulty
plumbing. The story is' that this
poor fellow was showering, when
someone, somewhere in the dormitory, flushed the toilet, and the
fellow in the shower received third
degree burns. Needless to say, his
day was ruined.
But that's not the point. The
point is that similar occurences
ElleryJ, Brown
H. Paul Bunaes
. •J.D, Bolton
Barry Silver
Deborah Vinnick
"'.-'.
Karen Tenenbaum
:. • • .
Karen Orczyk
Sarah R. Koeppel
Suzanne Martine
Mary P. Braman
Martin Bihl
John O'Brien

have

taken

place

in

'the

Woodward-Goodwin
dormitories. Though no one has yet
been sent to the hospital, people
have been hurt, and needlessly
bothered.
Can't Trinity find some funds
deep within its golden coffers to
give the residents of WoodwardGoodwin a decent, or at least, less
dangerous, way to clean
themselves?
Sincerely,
Andrew Simons
Steven C. Gross
JohnC. Allen, Jr.
Christopher Sullivan
Peter Marcello
. Thomas Mahoney
Steve Najarian
Matthew Carey
Arthur P. Rice
Amy Kant
Lisa Anastasi
Barbara Morgan

The above signed are ail members of Woodward-Goodwin
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Letters
Committee's Report Betrays Liberal Arts Tradition
To the Trinity Community:
The discussion surrounding the
role of fraternities and sororities
at Trinity rests uncomfortably on
a bed of misconceptions embraced
by the Faculty Committee's
Report. While claiming to espouse
the liberal arts tradition, the committee and their recommendation
to abolish fraternities and
sororities forsakes the ideals
which they so staunchly defend.
We, the members of the Phi Kappa Chapter of the Alpha Delta
Phi, wishing to preserve our
liberal arts heritage, present this
statement in an attempt to temper
Ihe Faculty Committee's view of
Trinity.
This report will focus on four
main issues: Criterion for
Membership, Freedom of Choice,
Initiative, and the 1FC and its
relationship with the College
Community, followed by remarks
and recommendations.
1. Criterion for Membership
We present for public scrutiny,
the two primary criteria used for
determining fraternity and sorority membership: trustworthiness
and a commitment lo servicing
both the fraternity/sorority itself
and the Trinity community. For
the individual fraternity or sorority to function, it is essential that
its members embody these two
characteristics. The admissions
office of the college is faced with a
limited number of spaces to fill.
In determining which students are
admitted to the College, the admissions office must engage in
subjective evaluations of those interested. The fraternity/sorority is
similarly forced to limit its
membership because of its very
structure, which demands a certain number for peak efficiency.
Any number above this level
severely constrains its functional
capability.
• '
2. Freedom of Choice
Freedom is. an inherent element
of a liberal arts education. If approvgd, the Faculty Committee's
recommendation, based on
"social egalitarianism," would

destroy the individual students'
freedom, believing this to be
beneficial to the Trinity community. But we submit that an ideal
community offers the individual a
multiplicity of choices. It is for
this reason that the Phi Kappa
Chapter, adhering to the principles of a liberal arts education,
enthusiastically endorses coeducation. But it is not our place,
nor any one elses, to impose upon
the rights of individuals by forcing co-education. We fully support Professor Kassow's position
on expanding the present system
to include both single sex and coeducational institutions if this best
represents students desires.
3. Initiative
Initiative, as well as freedom,
•plays a dominant role in a liberal
arts education, and in the fraternity/sorority as well. The fraternity
system is solely dependent on student initiative in both its creation
and its perpetuation. We applaud
the initiative recently taken by
students in the formations of
Delta Delta Delta, Kappa Kappa
Gamma, and Delta Phi, and hope
that other students will do
likewise if they so desire. Delta
Phi, contrary to the Faculty Committee's report, was not revived
by alumni; its reyitalization rested
.solely on student.initiative.
4. The I'FC and its Relationship
with the College Community
The Alpha Delta Phi recognizes
that the IFC as a body needs more
structure. A highly organized and
efficient IFC is after all in the best
interest of all the fraternities and
sororities; To achieve this end, we
recommend that the IFC review
its constitution so that it may look
more critically at itself and formalize its procedures so that it can
deal more effectively with all problems confronting it. The IFC has
always welcomed change which it
believes beneficial to the college
community and should continue
to do so.
The accountability of the IFC.
has shown significant improvement over the past two years but,

we at Alpha Delta Phi, recognize
the need for greater responsibility.
Pursuant to this goal, we recommend that the IFC begin to update
its records and communicate more
e f f-e c t i v e 1 y w i t h
the
administration.
The Alpha Delta Phi and the
IFC recognize that sexual harassment exists at Trinity. As responsible students we will take
measures to eradicate this problem on the campus; a problem
which is unfortunately endemic to
people of our age. The fraternity
system does not condone sexual
harassment but merely suffers
from the actions of all students
both fraternity and n o n -.
fraternity.
Remarks: •,
We, the members of the Phi
Kappa Chapter of the Alpha
Delta Phi, present two main
reasons for Ihe continued existence of fraternities and
sororities ai Trinity College: Firsl,
the Faculty Committee's recommendation will have more than
one consequence. Not only will it

abrogate ihe fraternity system,
but it will also betray Trinity's
liberal arts tradition by limiting'
student freedom. Second, there is
no evidence to indicate that an
anti-fraternity/sorority sentiment
exists at Trinity College. Quite the
contrary, the creation of the two
sororities and the revitalization of
one fraternity demonstrates the
increasing interest and approval
with what the fraternities and
sororities can offer both the individual and the community.
Recommendations:
1. Sexual harassment exists at
Trinity. Attempting to eradicate
this problem the Alpha Delta Phi
Fraternity proposes that a
grievance committee within the
IFC be formed-to handle all complaints from the student body,
faculty, and administration. This
c o m m i t t e e should have
disciplinary power over all
houses. The goal of this committee should be to enlighten not only
1
fraternity/sorority members but
the entire community. This
grievance committee should han-

She began her questioning by
asking about my reaction to the
Faculty Report. I informed her
that I had not read it, as it was only released that day, but I would
be happy to answer any other
questions. She began by asking
some generalquestions, arid then
she focused in on the issue of
discrimination. She asked me if
we (the fraternity) "were attractive to blacks." To that i responded, "We are what we are, and I
don't know if that is attractive to
black students." I continued by
explaining that there was an
organization on campus, the
Umoja House, which was made
up of primarily black students. 1
told her, and 1 still believe that the
Umoja House would probably be
more attractive to a black student
than a ; fraternity. She asked

several more questions, and then
she inquired whether we had any
trouble attracting prospective
members. I answered by saying,
"We always have plenty of people
who are interested."
The next day, Saturday the 20th
of November, I was shocked to
see what had happened to my.
statements, in the Hartford
Courant's article, "Fraternities
Under Fire at Trinity," the two
short paragraphs which dealt .with
my interview had been written in a
manner which totally distorted my
responses. The reporter constructed a paragraph which read:
"We are what we are, and I don't
know if that's attractive to blacks.
But we always have plenty of people applying. We're happy the
way we are. Blacks have their own
organization, the Umoja House,
and women have sororities." I
was flabbergasted by this
manipulated reconstruction. Not
only did it totally misrepresent my
responses, but it made me sound
like a.racist.
After reading the article in the
Courant, my first reaction was to
write an editorial defending
myself. Vet after I got over, the initial shock, and after 1 discussed
the situation with Russell Hall,

2. The choice of co-education
should rest with each fraternity/sorority, but every house
should be eager to assist in the
founding of any co-educational
group. This assistance should include the use of fraternity/sorority facilities as well as providing
any advice requested.
3. In order to alleviate some of
the problems which have plagued
it in the past, the IFC should
amend its constitution in order to
gain more control of its members.
Pursuant to this, the IFC should
be given disciplinary power over
each fraternity/sorority regarding
the open rush and pledging procedures. Also, pledge period
should include activities which not
only benefit the fraternity, but the
Trinity and Hartford communities as well.
Respectfully submitted,
The Members of the Phi Kappa
Chapter of the Alpha Delta Phi

Bonds Of Brotherhood
Make The Difference
To The Trinity Community:
I would like to express my feelings about what a fraternity is to
me. The fraternity is not just a
place to go for a party. It is not
Just a place to sit and talk or
watch a movie. It is not just a
place to discuss politics, or religion, or the economy. All of the
above do occur at my fraternity
with by brothers. But all of these
could occur anywhere.
. There is one thing which cannot
occur anywhere else but at home.
A friendships is true but the bonds
of a brotherhood is what makes
the difference to me. My brothers
and 1 have a bond which does not
exist simply in friendship. Not only the brothers which are still undergraduate students, but • also

alumni who return for various
events. This means a lot to me. I
feel that, if this was removed from
the college, only the students who
seek this type of relationship
would lose.
. • •
1 realize that there a r e some
problems. I would be a'fool if I refused to recognize some of them. I
feel that all-campus parties should
be limited. Also, it is m o r e important for fraternities to set scholastic standards for their members
than to have parties. If t h e grade
point average of a m e m b e r is below average, he should be required to raise his average to remain a member in good standing.
The first objective of any student
at Trinity should be to obtain an
education.

St. John Refutes Sexist, Racist Misrepresentation
To the Editor:
On the 19th of November, I was
in my fraternity, Psi-Upsilon, and
the phone rang. I answered it, and
to my surprise, it was a reporter
from the Hartford Courant. She
• wanted to speak with the president of the fraternity, concerning
Psi-Upsilon's reaction to the
Faculty Committee's report. Since
the president was not in the house,
I offered to speak with her.

dle alj complaints from the Trinity
community not just complaints of
sexual harassment.

President of TCB, I decided to
wait and see what the reaction to
the article would be. I did wait,
and as can be seen in the Tripod's
editorial in Hie November 23rd
issue, there was a definite
reaction.
It is both the article in the
Courant and the editorial in the
Tripod that I now address myself.
Since the writers.of the Tripod's
editorial are supposedly acquainted with the practices involved in reporting, 1 must question
their failure to approach me, in an
effort to confirm my statements. I
also question their failure to print
my name in their editorial, since I
was the one who had supposedly
said it. If seems the writers of the
editorial automatically assumed
that my fraternity affiliation takes
precedence over rny,individuality.
I can see no reason'for leaving my
name out. I am quite able, as. an
individual, to take the respon-.
sibility.of any accusations which
are to be made. I do not need to
be refered to as the anonymous
"fraternity, member."
What has happened as a result
of not one, but tvyo incorrect
quotes, one in the Hartford
Courant and one in the Trinity
Tripod, is a sentiment which has
no viable substantiation. The

Tripod's assessment, "This statement is representative of attitudes
inherent in the fraternity system,"
should read, "This statement is
representative of biased and irresponsible reporting, often inherent when dealing with the
fraternity issue."
1 do not claim that there is no
basis for the investigation of the
fraternities: Nor do I claim' that
all of the articles on fraternities
are inaccurate. What I do claim, is
that quite often the press causes
great problems by failing to be
fully responsible in their investigative reporting, The result is
often harmful.to both the institutions and the individuals.
Because of the article in the
Hartford Courarit and because of
the editorial in the Trinity Tripod,
the Trinity Community has been
mislead in two issues. It has been
mislead into thinking that my
fraternity membership takes place
over my individuality, and it has
been mislead into thinking that 1
am a sexist, a racist, and elitist. I
ask anyone who knows me, including writers on the Tripod
staff, to substantiate this
description.
Sincerely,
Gordon St. John '84

I think that ' each fraternity
should be required to have a closely associated faculty advisor. This
would help the college to monitor
fraternity activities.
In regard to male-female relationships, I feel that mutual respect is more of an issue than coeducation.
I might add that I do not consider myself a sexist, racist, elitist
male chauvinist pig because I am a
fraternity brother. I hope the people that know me do not consider
me one, either.
Sincerely,
James Francis Kirby,
President, IIKA

Crow Says
Thanks
To the Trinity Community:
The Brothers of Alpha Chi Rho
would like to thank the following
local businesses for donating
prizes to the Alpha Chi Rho
Monte Carlo Night for Muscular
Dystrophy, which we sponsored
on Friday, November 12:
La Crepe Restaurant
The Russian Lady Cafe
The Brookside Restaurant
Santilli's Market
Saga Corporation
D & D Package Store
The Video Connection
Campus Pizza,Restaurant
ABC Pizza Restaurant
The D & L Store
Work Apparel
The Summif Hill .Grill
Trinity Package Store
Tea Pier Package Store ,
The College View Cafe
Herb's Sport Shop
Bottoms' Up Package Store
We thank the proprietors of these
businesses for their interest 'arid,
generosity. We "urge the Trinity
community to patronize these
stores as they have been active in
assisting us in the fight against'
muscular dystrophy. •
:
Sincerely,
' The Brothers of Alpha Chi Rho
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Arts /En tertainm en t
Revue Spans Mozart to Modern in Huge Success
by Gregory 0 . Davis
This year's Music Department
presentation of the annual
Musical-Theatre Revue featured
works from three distinct genres
demonstrative of students' varying degrees of aptitude. Some performers radiated with energy and
talent. Others dispensed with any
concept of musical or theatrical
brilliance.
The show began with the Act 1
finale from Mozart's opera Cosi
fan tutte. A vignette sung in
English (preserving the comprehension of a very comical
text), this piece was a becoming
combination'of talented voices
and music with cunning acting
and directing. Floyd Higgins and
Andrew Carlson portrayed Ferrando and Guglielmo, two
trouble-makers, courting each
others' fiancees to test their fidelity. Tenor Higgins and BassCarlson both exhibited exquisite
voices, fitting for the rendition of
opera. Combining • histrionic
characterization with robust
enunciation in a comic text, the
two finessed their way into the audience's favor. The victims of this
prank, Carolyn Montgomery
(Fiordiligi) and Kathleen O'Connor (Dorabella) were equally
adroit at playing embarassed
women avoiding the lustful advances of their disguised fiances.
Montgomery's voice dominated
the. females with power and clarity. Piercing at times, it had the
convincing dramaticism needed in
opera. The cast also included,
freshmen joe Scorese arid'LeAnn
Murphy • as Don Alfonso and
Despina. Both had • enjoyable
stage presence and gifted voices.
Culture shock followed the
merry operatic section with an
ensemble of instrumental and
vocal jazz. A instrumental troupe
of near-professional stature supported the vocally weak team of
Liz Arno and Selden Wells. Marc
McDonald, saxaphonist, led the
group as director and as an excelling musician. He instilled life into
the dry "A Night In Tunisia" and
provided a high grade solo in
"Stolen Moments" sung by
Wells. Wells filled Goodwin
theatre with a piercing soprano
voice. With her bopity stage
presence, Well's performance was

enjoyable. Conversely, the projection of Arno's strong singing on
to a harmonious instrumental
background was beyond the scope
of stage material. Rounding off
the ensemble were percussionist
Rusty Williams, bassist Perry
Mahler and pianist Dean
Sophocles. The pianist
demonstrated a mastery of his instrument and the jazz style, by
handling mood, rhythm and improvisation with exceptional
agility.
The post-intermission portion
of the concert was the essence of
the musical-review. It featured excerpts from nine broadway shows
of the 1960's. These selections
were presented by 16 Trinity
students. Limited space prevents a
detailed account of all the fine
singing," acting, and directoring.
Three outstanding performers
were Ann Brown, Grant Cochran,
and Laura Wilcox. Brown proved
excellent in her powerfully pathos
rendition of "Maybe this time"
from Cabaret. Trinity, along with Cosi fan tutte cast members Montgomery, O'Conner, Murphy, Scorese, Carlson and Higgins. "Though it's
the Hartford community is cer- really tOO ridiCUlOUS..."
pluiio by Kcryn Cirohs

Above, Broadway people Mike Connelly, Beverly Gebelein, Gregg Avitabile, Maria Lavieri, Scott Nesbitt, Ann
Brown, Thomas Zotibek, Laura Wilcox, Richard Freytag, Marc Pinto, Hyla Flaks, Diann Chamberlain, Chuck
Chronis, Laura Austin, Hilary Rao and Grant Cochran exalt the age of Aquarius. Below, Saxophonist MartMcDonald leads (l-r) Dean Sophocles, Selden Wells, Rusty Williams and Perry Maliler in "Stolen Momenls".
phniohy Kcryn Clrnhs

tainly blessed to have the opportunity to hear a singer of her
dramatic vitality, poignant
lyricism, and sheer musical
p o w e r . C o c h r a n a 1 so
demonstrated extraordinary talent
in his • portrayl of the.M.C. in
"Willkommen" from Cabaret:
His superb multilingual singing
and convincing hospitable
disposition were juxtaposed with
the jocular choreography of Scott
Collshaw '82,'Creating a stunning
effect.
Laura Wilcox. starred in excerpts from Bock and Harnick's
The Apple Tree. Wilcox .indubitably portrayed Ella, the
chimney-sweep dreaming of stardom. In "Gorgeous", Ella's
metamorphosis into a star,
Wilcox brilliantly demonstrated
her acting ability in the transition
with a minimum of props. Combined with such acting ability is
Wilcox's bold belting voice.
Assisting in the. telling of Ella's
story was freshman Richard
Freytag playing the priggish narrator, Also joining Wilcox in The
Apple Tree excerpts was Gregg

Avitabile. He played the idolized
rock star, Flip. With a fitting
voice and credible acting,
Avitabile's work seemed like second, nature. Avitabile was also
seen with Michael Connelly in "1
Got Life" from Hair. The two
served as an energy-filled dynamic
pair that roused the ensemble and
the audience to appreciate
themselves. Two sophomores
featured in last season's mtiMcaltheatre review showed remarkabfe
advances in their abilities, Diann
Chamberlain and Marc Pinto.
Chamberlain was featured with
Cochran in "What do the Simple
Folk Do?" from Camelot. Her
voice has gained much clarity and
power since the last review.
Similarly Pinto indicated he was
not going to let anyone get the
better of him in "1 Believe in
You," from How to Succeed in
Business Without Really Trying.
His innocent, joyous manner and
vocal strength were a propos and
appealing. Pinto was later
.featured with -Scott < Nesbitt in
Hair. The two worked well
together, blending voices and
characters into lively presentation. Maria Lavieri's fine soprano
voice was beautifully displayed in
"Aquarius", also from Hair.
Highly articulate and poignantly
strong, she evoked a sense of
understanding of the age of
Aquarius. Also, from Hair was a
cute number sung by Laura
Austin, "Frankie Mills."Singing
with purity and innocence she
found much in the interpretation
of a short and simple song. One of
the major failures in the broadway section were the excerpts
from Fiddler on the Roof. Chuck
Chronis, although featured in the
highly successful "A Secretary is
Not a Toy," from How to Succeed in Business... was unconvincing in his personification of
Tevye. Similarly, "Matchmaker"
contained dull choreography and
lethargic singing by Lavieri,
Wilcox, and Hillary Rao (who
had an astonishing solo in
"Follow Me" from Camelot).
The highlight of the Fiddler section was Beverley Qebelein.
Getielein further showed the alto
power of the ensemble in a weepy
rendition of "Sunrise Sunset."
Thomas Zotibek was featured in
continued on page 12
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Musical-Theatre Revue Dazzles
continued from page 11
the fine duet "Lovely" with
Lavieri on Saturday and Sunday
nights.
Lavieri was filling in for Hyla
Flaks who was injured on stage in
Thursday night's performance.
Although Flaks' presence and
superb dancing skills were missed
on stage, the spirit of her talent re-

mained in her witty choreography
of the two excerpts from How to
Succeed in Business...
While all members of the
ensemble had their brief moments
in the limelight, other people
equally important to the success
of the production were not applauded on stage, tvlusical director and pianist Gerald Moshell

provided more than ample orchestration for the both the opera
and musical-theatre sections. And
certainly no show would be complete without the numerous other
students who worked behind the
scenes to make the musicaltheatre revue a charming evening
of fun footery, amazing music
and powerful singing.

Broadway: The male chorus line sizes up Scott Nesbitt on center stage while the women seem lo be practising
their Charleston.

DANC1N', Bob Fosse's
T o n y A war d - w i n n i n g
celebration of dance plays at
H a r t f o r d ' s B u s h n e 11
memorial for four performances only, January 13, 14
and 15. The Broadway
musical returns to the
Bushnell after a sold out
engagement in !980.
Concieved, choreographed, and directed by Fosse,
DANCIN' features some of
the finest footwork ever exhibited on the Broadway
stage. A pulsating menage of
stylized posturings and tight
struts, movements that are
uniquely Fosse's, DANCIN'
spotlights production
numbers in tap, jazz, soft
shoe, modern, classical ballet
and even disco.
Curtain time is at 8:00
p.m., with a 2:00 p.m.
matinee on January 15.
Tickets are available by calling the box office at
246-6807.
Two notable exhibits have
opened at the Waclsworth
Atheneiim. First, a new, permanent installation of French
19th century paintings has
opened in the Atheneum's
newly restored Huntington
Gallery. Some of t h e
Atheneum's most treasures
works have been placed here,
including a Renoir, a
Delacroix and a Toulouse-

Lautrec.
Secondly, a permanent
gallery has been devoted entirely to the conceptual art
from the extensive collection
of Sol LeWitt. The initial installation of over 60 works
will focus on differeing approaches to the concept of
Location.
On Wednesday, December
15, the Noon Repertory of
Center C|iurch will show the
color film portrait of the late
Mahalia Jackson, Queen of
the Gospels. This production
emphasizes the joys and
triumphs of her life as she
communicated them in her
songs.
For reservations, call the
Church House before 4:00
p.m. on Tuesday the 14th at
249-5631.
Of special interest is the
twenty-fifth annual Festival
Service of the Lessons and
Carols of Christmas which
will be held in the Trinity
Chapel on Sunday December
12 al 5:00 and 7:30 p.m.
The traditional service
follows the rite used at King's
College, Cambridge. Hymns,
carols and songs performed
by the Concert Choir and the
Chapel Choir are interspersed among Biblical readings
by various groups in the College community.

thm trinity college jesters
present

V/intei
Happy Birthday, Wanda June

Impromptu

Suppressed Desires

DECEMBER
9,10,11
8 PM
AUSTIN ARTS CENTER
GARMANY HALL
$ l ADMISSION
TICKETS & INFORMATION; 5 2 7 - 8 0 6 2
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-More Sports
Offense Keys Fast
Start By Hoopsters
final was 101-53.
The only sour note was the fact
that center Steve Braken was not
able to play due to a leg injury.
The 6' 10" senior will miss
tonight's Yale game.
The next night Trinity scored
109 points for the second consecutive Saturday and breezed
past Curry College" 109-64. Abere
led the way with 23 points while
Bates threw in 17 as Trinity won
their second of two road games.
After the Barrington game
Ogrodnik was asked what he had
learned about the team from that
contest. Answering with all honesty the second . year coach said
"probably nothing." Ogrodnik.,
his players, and Trinity fans
should learn a lot more about the
team when Yale comes to Ferris.

continued from page 16
Scoring spurts early in the first
hall' by the Bants put Barrington
away early.
Trinity moved to a 4-0 lend
before Barrington got on the
board with two free throws. The
Bants then outscored Barrington
13-2, eight of those points coming
from Abere, to take a 17-4 lead;
The second run of the half, ten
straight points by Trinity to make
the score .15-! 1, had a touch of the
spectacular.
Abere began the rush with a
twisting layup. After freshmen
Bill Pfohl and Tim Curtis each
scored two points, David Wynter
took over. The senior co-captain
pick up a loose ball and dashed
the length of the court for a slam
dunk. Moments later Wynter
went to work again, hitting a
double-pump layin.
The rest of the first half and the
entire second half gave Ogrodnik
another chance to use the bench.
All the drama that remained stopped after Tyler Jones hit a turnaround jumper with four
seconds left to push Trinity over
the century mark.. The lopsided

Tonight five more alumni will
be inducted into the Trinity College Basketball Hall of Fame.
This year's inductees are John
Barton '56, Francis Ferrucci '37,
Joseph Hurihan '66, Kenneth
Lyons '60, and Donald Overbeck
'67. The ceremony will, precede
tonights 8:00 contest against Yale.

Women's Basketball Nips
Connecticut College 66-59
Pat Sclafani drives to the hoop against Harrington. The Bants won easily.

pluilit t>> Kcryn Cirohs

"we beat them by move than last
year." Last year the score was

continued from page 15

For Delicious Pizza and
Hot Oven Grinders
Call when you
leave ~ it will be
ready upon your
arrival.

Seven of the ten other team
members also added to the
scoring.
Honors in the tournamnent
went to two Bantam hoopsters:
Rodgers, a sophomore, and Andrus, a freshman, were named to
the alt-tournament team. Rodgers
was also named M.y.P. of the
tourney.
Earlier in the week, the Bants
overwhelmed Elms College. The
opposition was hejd to the least
amount of points in seven years in
seven years of women's basketball
as Trinity won 62-30. Erlandson
was pleased with the Bants's scoring "because it was above our offensive average last year." Also,

Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room

7 4 - 5 5 .

;
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MGH INSTITUTE OF
HEALTH PROFESSIONS

ROAST BEEF & TURKEY BREAST GRINDERS
GREEK SALADS WITH CHOICE OF FETA OR
IVSOZARELLA CHEESE

Phone
287 New Britain Ave
Hartford
Across from
South Campus

247-0234

The Master of Science Program in Nursing, designed for
non-nurse college graduates, leads to preparation as Clinical
Nurse Specialists. Graduates are eligible for RN licensure and
specialized practice in one of six clinical areas.
Social Work in Health Care Programs
• Post-Baccalaureate Certificate Program prepares college
graduates tor practice in a variety of health settings.
• Post-Master's Certificate Program provides an opportunity
tor social workers todevelop the clinical skills and knowledge
needed for advanced practice in health care.
For more information, fill out and return this blank to MGH
Institute of Health Professions, Massachusetts General
Hospital, Boston, MA 02114. PLEASE PRINT
Name

"

Address

.

Citv

Richard Staron, prop

.

...
-

State

..

,

The game started off shakily
for the Bants, but as soon as they
became relaxed, things went
Trinity's way. The margin allowed Erlandson to.play all twelve
members in both halves. "The
Upperclassmen, once they got settled, helped relax and worked to
relax the freshmen," Erlandson
recalled.
A plus for the Bantams was
their full-court press.. It was very
effective in keeping the ball on the
home court half. Erlandson,
however, was disappointed with
the 55 percent foul line efficiency.
She also indicated that there were
too many turnovers.

:

:
Zip

The MGH Institute of Health Professions admits students ofany
race, color and national or ethnic origin.

More Sports
Swimmers Roll Over Vassar And Fairfield
Women Swimmers Hit
Nine Qualifying Times

Men Open
With Two
Easy Wins
The men's swim team, toiling
somewhat in the shadow of (lie
powerful women's team, flexed
some muscle in their weekend
meets, downing Vassar 65-43 and
Fairfield 61-37. Backing up
veteran winners Rex Dyer, Tim
Raftjs, and Chip Lake is a
developing group of young swimmers whose steady improvement
is beginning to brighten this
rebuilding year.
Against Vassar on Friday, Raftis posted wins in the 100-yard and
200 freestyle (FS), Dyer eruised in
the 200 back, and Lake flashed a
22.6 in the 50 FS, They teamed
with breaststroker John Harrington in the 400 medley relay for
another impressive first.
Greg Accetta, much improved
as a sophomore, churned to a win
in the 1000 FS as did Bob Anderson in the 200 butterfly. Freshman
Harrington collected a double victory in the 200 IM and the 200
breaststroke. Strong performances by Scott Keilty in the diving events, and Dave Mugford in
the 50 FS and 200 breaststroke ad• ded welcome points to the Duck's
score.
At home on Saturday the
McPheemen weathered some early scares to post a satisfying win
over Fairfickl. Lake provided the
major thrills in his three outings.
In the 400 medley relay he took
the water in his anchor leg two
body lengths behind, and streaked
to a fingernail touchout in 49.8.
Barely two" events later he
repeated these dramatics with a
23.0 win in a furious 50 freestyle.
The large Trowbridge crowd was
treated to still a third spectacular
when a tired Lake surged in the
last lap of the 100 FS for yet
another hairline win.
Dyer showed great character in
the 200 backstroke when he faced
a classy Freshman Stag
backstroker named Sargent.
Slightly behind at the 100 yard
mark, Dyer called upon his ex-

wr

The women's swim team set out
early to prove that the pre-season
hype was more than just speculation. The Chicks simply overwhelmed their first two victims,
blowing away a good Vassar team
101-37, and repeating the next
afternoon with a 95-45 knockout
of Fairfield University.
Coach diet McPhee varied his
lineups in these two meets showing the great versatility of this
team. Nine national qualifying
times were swum in these two
meets, a remarkable feat so early
in the season.
Against Vassar, the 200-yard
medley relay team of Ginny Finn,
Laura Couch, Lulu Cass and Dea
Frederick beat the national cutoff with a sizzling 1:57.9. Finn's
29.8 in the 50 backstroke, and •
Debbie Cronin's 33.5 in the 50
breaststroke and 1:13.6 in the 100
breast also qualify them for the
national championships.
Spectacular firsts were garnered
by Barbie Brennan in the 500 and
200 freestyle, Frederick in the 100
FS and 100 back, Cass in the 50
and 100 butterfly, Karen Hubbard
in the 50 FS, and a thrilling comefrorn-behind win by Anne Ward
in the 200 IM. Mel Foy was
flawlwss in capturing the onemeter diving.

Double winners against the
Stags were Cass in the 500 FS and
100 butterfly, Foy in the two diving events, and Cronin in the 50
and 100 breaststroke. Other winners included Laura Couch in the
200 IM, Edie Harris in the 50 butterfly, Brennan (100 FS), Finn (50
back), Hubbard (50 FS), and the
200 FS relay team of Michelle
Parsons, Laura Gill, Lisa Hoffman and Brennan.
The Chicks would apear to have
too much power for Holy Cross
whom they host Monday night,
and are building for their confrontation with undefeated
S.M.U. in Massachusetts Dec. 11.
S.M.U. was one of the few teams
to defeat the Trinity women last
year, and this reunion of two New
England powers should be a
barnburner.

Hockey Mark Stands At
2-2 After Trinity Tourney
continued from page 16
Diving action from Friday's swim meet.
cellent strength and superb condi- •
tion and simply overpowered this
fine young swimmer. Dyer's time
of 2:09.7 is remarkable this early
in the season.
Other Saturday winners were
Raft is in the 200 FS, Harrington
in the 200 IM and 200 breastroke,
and Keilty in the one-meter
diving.
In both meets.signigicant swims

plioio by Leslie Smith

were recorded by a cadre of frosh
including Andy Lavallee, Adam
Kimmick, 'and Greg Carter.
Sophomore Bob Hemmes and
senior Ed Kaplan also are showing
noteworthy improvement, . and
this brings optimism for, future
meets.
The Ducks next outing will be
against powerful •S.M.U. on
Saturday afternoon.

9:58, hacked a Penmen over the
head, breaking his helmet, and
N.H. was 'given a five-minute
power play and Downs was
ejected. N.H. took advantage of
the penalty and tied the game at
5-5, on a tip-in, to necessitate
overtime.
. In the second OT, after several
great saves by Solik, Trinity won
it at the 9:00.. mark'. Larry
Decato's shot was kicked out by
Solik to the blue line, where Jim

Crow Wins
Intramural
Volleyball
Tournament
Cr.ow captured the Intramural
; Voleyball League championship
by clowning the Cheswicks in
straight sets 14-4, 14-7. Crow
finished with an undefeated
record (12-0) while the Wicks
compiled a 10-2 mark, both losses
coming at the haiids of the eventual champs.
The first game was never close
as the Crow contingent of Mike
Collins, Doug Fauth, Mike
LaFortezza, Laurie Lyte, Bob
Pigue, Mike Schweighoffer, Bob
Vantuyl and Pam VonSeldeneck
dominated.
In the second game, the
Cheswicks gained a 7-2 advantage. Crow, however, proved to
be too much of a match, as the
frat rallied for 13 unanswered
points.
. • .:

On Saturday against Fairfield
the charge continued. National
qualifying swims were registered
by Brennan in the 100 FS, Finn in
the 100 back, and Cronin lowered
her time in the 100 breast to
1:12.9. A reconstituted 200
medley relay team of Finn,
Cronin, Fredrick, and Hubbard
cracked the national standard for
the second time.

I this Outward Bound course,
s to oe a different person.

Schacht fed a pass to the streaking
T.R. Goodman, who split the
defense and tucked a forehand
past Howai.
In the finals, Wesley an, who
beat Amherst 6-4 in the opener,
edged Trinity 4-3. Corning, McCarthy, and Stride scored for the
home team in a penalty-ridden
game. Three of Wesleyan's goals
came on the power play.
Trinity faces a tough schedule
over the. next two weeks, playing
' four games, including back-toback games with Navy.
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More Sports
Yale Is Coming;
What Is An Eli?
So, what are you doing tonight? Don't know? How about doing
something novel, like attending a winter sporting event. You remember
winter sports: basketball, hockey, squash, wrestling, fencing, and
swimming.
Actually, tonight isn't just any game. Tonight, the Yale basketball
team visits Ferris. So what, why should you go?
First, Yale is a good basketball team. Oh, they are not the recreation
majors of Michigan or Nevada Las Vegas, but their high school ac. complishments did earn them attention from a number of Division 1
recruiters.
Foremost among the Yale players is Butch Graves, number 33 in your
program. He most definitely could have played at a top 20 basketball
school. Over 100 colleges recruited Graves, but the Scarsdale, New York
native opted for an Ivy League education. He alone is worth the price of
admission. Oh yeah, I forgot it's free.
Second, Trinity has a pretty good basketball team. Sure, Graves can
dunk but he's 6' 3 " . That's not so special. Now Dave Wynter, he's

Tuesd&u Afternoon
Fencers in action in Saturday's competition at Ferris.
by Stephen K. Gellman
special. At just over six feet, Wynter can jam and hit the offensive
boards, all while playing a good deal of point guard. The other guard,
Jim Bates, can also dunk. Lots of fun for the spectator.
Still not convinced. This is pretty tough.
What else are you going to do on a Tuesday night? It's cheaper than
going to the View, even on half-price night. And you can scream and act
like an idiot without having the excuse of being drunk. 1 saw you smile.
I know everyone has a lot of work to do, but the game will be over in
time to get in a couple of library hours. You'll have that paper on the increased incidents of heterosexuality among homosexuals finished in no
time. That's a fascinating topic by the way.
The best reason I can think of for going to the game, however, revolves
around the following facts. Wesleyan students think they are better thannTrinity students, and Yale students think they are superior to Wesleyan
Students. So go and help the Bants beat Yale. That'll show Wesleyan.
That makes sense to you? Well I'm. glad you are going. I'll see you

Women's Basketball
Takes Tourney Title
by Elizabeth Spbkov
The women's basketball team
started their season this week, successfully. According to Coach
Karen Erlandson,"The squad
played really well. I was apprehensive prior to this week
because the pre-season was cut
short due to the extended soccer
season."
The team traveled to Connecticut College on' Thursday and
Saturday to compete in the Whaling City. Invitational tournament.

In the first round Coast Guard advanced to the finals by beating
Wesleyan. Trinity beat the home
team, 63-50, in,the second game,
as the Bantams also advanced to
the finals.
In the close final game, the
Bantams pulled away from the
Bearsj and held: on to win 66-59.
Sheila Andrus led the the Bants in
scoring with 20 points, followed
by Karen Rodgers with 18 points.
continued on page 13
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Wrestling Delayed By Virus;
Looks To Better 82 Record
this virus was caught, Darr.
by Jeffrey Handleman
believes that one of the wrestlers
The varsity wrestling team was
must have been exposed to the
scheduled to open their 1982-83
germs.
season at home this past Saturday
against W.P.I., Bridgewater, and
Norwich University. Although the
Darr concedes that once one
team was confident, eager, and
wrestler has the virus, it can be
ready to go, their health did not
caught from the mats, only in the
oblige. An outbreak of a virus
sense that all the wrestlers come in
called shingles, a common affliccontact with these mats, including
tion among wrestlers, has inthe wrestler who initially caught
:
. definitely delayed the start of the • the virus. Now, that it has spread
Bantam wrestling season.
\ to two other Bants; Darr doe's not
Coach Michael Darr has decidwant to risk having, more of his
ed that the Bants will not wrestle
wrestlers coming down with it.
until they are at full strength.
From an athletic standpoint,
Right now, three of Darr's seventhis, when healthy, is the first
teen wrestlers have been stricken . complete squad which the Banwith the forementioned shingles
tams have had in many years.
virus. But what is this virus and
Darr only wants to wrestle when
how did three -of Trinity's
the squad is at full strength, which
wrestlers manage to catch it?
is when he feels the Bantams can
show the deepest and most comBy definition, shingles is ''a
petitive team they have had in
disease of "the skin affecting the
more than ten years.
posterior roots of the peripheral
nerves, caused by a virus, and
The main problem during this
characterized by clusters of
dry spell in Trinity wrestling has
blisters." This would seem, to
been having enough wrestlers to
refute the common misconception
compete, without having to
that shingles is " a disease of the
forfeit certain weight classes
mats." As Darr says: "Shingles'is
before matches even start..Darr
not from the mat; it's a virus—a
feels that with the depth Trinity
form of chicken pox." As to how has this year, the team should be

Vern Meyer (16) and Mike Sload (17) on the ice against Suffolk. Trinity crushed the visitors 10-3.

very competitive, once it is totally
healthy.
When this time comes, the
Bants will look to improve on last
year's dismal 1-9-1 record. They
will be led by co-captaihs Sean
Darby and J. Michael Howe, and
will look forward to big seasons
from returning lettermen Orlando
Gonzalez, Joseph Head, and Alan
Norten. The Bantam wrestling
team is a young one, having &
freshmen,' Joseph Adam, Thomas
Bailey, Peter Galitano, Michael
O x m a n , William T h o m a s ,
Nicholas Veronis, Thomas Waxter, and Peter Zimmerman. Other
members of this year's team include David Blyn, Chris Caskin,
Thomas Hampton, and Robert
Powell.
.
When this deep, young squad
will' be able to open its season is
still uncertain. The Bant's next
scheduled meeet is on the road
against Central Connecticut on
Thursday. '
Darr concluded, "We've got a
great attitude this year." Thus the
season seems promising and
everyone is willing and ready to
go, if only the shingles woutd lead
the way.
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Sports—
Men's Basketball Opens With Four Victories
by Stephen K. Gellman
What didn't the Trinity men's
basketball team do well last week?
The answer would be very little as
the Bants won their first four
games by an average of 38.25
points per game.
Leading a balanced Trinity attack was freshman forward Ken
Abere. The former New Jersey
prep star averaged 16.6 points per
game while topping Bantam
scorers in three of four contests.
However, it was in the Amherst
game where he was not the leading
scorer that Abere turned fn his
most crucial performance to date.
After playing to a , 33-33
halftime deadlock the Bants twice
opened up a seven point lead. The
homestanding Lord J e f f s ,
however, rallied in the final five
minutes to dose within three.
First, Pat Sclafani hit two
jumpers to keep Trinity ahead and
then Abere twice drove rhroirgh
the left side .of the Amherst
defense and knocked in short
jumpers to extend the lead. Finally] in the last minute, Abere grabbed a defensive rebound and fired

an outlet pass to Jim Bates who
was fouled while making a layup.
The basket clinched Trinity's
64-58 win.
Commenting afterwards coach
Stan Ogrodnik said of Abere;
"The beauty of Ken is that he can
play outside and inside. We never
are going to make him strictly an
inside player or an outside player.
We'll use him to whatever advantage we think we can utilize him."
The other three wins were old
fashion blow outs. The Bantams
opened their season two days after
Thanksgiving by thrashing
Newport College 109-55. Bates
and Abere led the way with J3 '
points apiece as all thirteen
players scored. Although the offensive output drew most of the
attention, the Bants also played
well defensively limiting Newport
to 29 percent shooting from the
floor.
After the midweek trip to
Amherst, Trinity returned home
to Ferris and beat up on Barrington College on Friday night.
continued on page 13

Lord Jeffs Crushed
By Men's Squash
by Tom Price
To say that the men's varsity
squash team is off to a good start
would be an understatement only
rivaled by some of President
R e a g a n ' s a s s e s s m e n t s of
America's recession.
Last Wednesday, the Bantams
humiliated Amherst, winning all
nine of their matches, winning
every single game, and compiling
a winning percentage of .644 in
terms of points scored and points
scored against. In the best of five
matches, that's ' twenty-seven
games without a loss.
Certainly, Trinity squash is
winning the confidence' of new
coach David Miller and making
his dual job as team statistician a
pleasent one. It doesn't take, an
arithmatic buff, however, to
figure out that the Bants are batting 1.000 thuS: far in the season.
While Miller was not surprised
by the outcome of the Amherst
match, he had no idea that it
would turn out to be a full scale
rout.

"It was asucessful day. It's not
very often when a team cloesn't
win a game. I thought we would
win but I didn't think we'd win
every game," he said.
The two strongest matches were
played • by freshman Jerome
Kapelus and sophomore Art
Strome. Playing in the number six
spot, Kapelus swept the first three
games of his best of five match
and paced the team with an
outstanding .750 winning percentage in terms of individual points.
Strome was not far behind as
he, like ail the other players, won
in the minimum three games
enroute to a .738 winning percentage. Oddly enough the team's top
three players, Mike Georgy, John
Conway and J.D. Cregan, had the
most difficulty, if you could call it
that, with their opponents. As
Miller warned, "It's hard to judge
how well your players performed
when they don't have to play their
best."
Next week, however, could br-

Barney Corning skates up ice in Trinity's 10-3 victory over Suffolk.

Jim Bates goes-up for the score against Barrington.
ing different fortunes for the Bantams. They will have their
toughest match of tlie season
when they square off against Harvard at Cambridge on Wednesday. Miller "would love to beat
them," but adds "if the match
were played in Las Vegas, the
odds would certainly have Trinity
as a longshot." He also makes it
clear that a Trinity victory would
not be beyond comprehension.
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Hockey Dumped In
Final By Wesleyan
The Trinity hockey team began
the season in a flurry of activity,
playing one road and one home
game and then hosting a. fourteam, two day tournament within
a week's time.
Trinity lost the opener, on the
road, to a superior UMass-Boston
team. Trinity skated with UMass
up to the halfway point of the second period, trailing only 4-2.
However, UMass, with six games
already under its belt, broke it
open in the game's latter stages.
Verp Meyer scored two goals and
Mike McCarthy the other in an
8-3 loss.
Trinity then skated a visiting
Suffolk team into the ice, posting
a 10-3 win to even its record at
1-1. The Bantams exploded for
five straight goals in the second
period. Barney Corning netted
four goals on the night and Rick
W.atras. registered Trinity's first
win, stopping 22 shots in two
periods before freshman Vince
Laurentino relieved in the third. .
By far Trinity's most exciting
game came in the first round of
the Bantam Invitational Tourney
against the New Hampshire
Penmen. Trinity overcame injuries to four players, and chalked
up a thrilling 6-5 overtime victory
in a confidence-building game.

The first 20 minutes was a good
period of hockey' that featured
ample opportunities by both
clubs. N.H. applied most of its
pressure in the opening minutes
and on two power plays. Trinity
outskated and outshot N.H.
12-11, but a two-man down situa- •
tion and inability to clear rebounds for goalie Steve Solik fed
to two N.H. goals. Mike Sloads's
deflection at 11:44 and Meyer's
wrister with six seconds left tied it
at 2-2.

••••

'

Trinity dominated the second
period with tenacious forechecking. As. a result of the extreme
pressure, N.H. coughed up the
puck on several occasions and
could muster only four shots on
Solik, At 7:00, Sload stripped the
left defenseman of the puck and
fed Steve MacDonald at thepoint,
where he rolled one through Scot
Howat's legs. A giveaway at 18:46
allowed McCarthy to wrist on
home from the top of the slot to
give Trin a 4-3 lead at the end of
two.
Bill Slaney scored off a rebound
at 0:29 to extend Trin's lead to a
seemingly comfortable 5 - 3 /
( However, after N.H. cut it to 5-4
on a power-play goal, Downs, at
continued on page 14

